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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 
1.1. South Bucks District Council (SBDC) has identified the need to develop a Sports Facilities Strategy (the Strategy); this will help to plan effectively for 

future sports facility provision, for current and future need, population growth, reduction in health inequalities and contribution to health and well-being, 
and  increased participation. 

 
1.2. The Strategy sits within the context of the South Bucks and Chiltern Joint Strategy 2015-2020 with identified priorities of: 
 

1. Delivering cost- effective, customer- focused services  
 

2. Working towards safe and healthier local communities  
 

3. Striving to conserve the environment and promote sustainability  
 

 
1.3. The Sports Facilities Strategy will also deliver on the Vision for the South Bucks area by 2026: South Bucks District to be a place with a Vision of a 

range of priorities, including: 
 

WIDE RANGES OF ACCESSIBLE LEISURE OPPORTUNITIES  
 
1.4. The rationale for producing the strategy is that it will help to deliver on the broader agenda to increase participation in sport and physical activity. This is 

key to improving health and wellbeing outcomes and will play an important role in the development of community cohesion and integration. 
 
1.5. Given the planning, policy and financial changes of the last five years, including reductions in revenue budgets, there is a need to identify options for 

future provision which meet local need, but can continue to be delivered effectively and efficiently. This also provides a fresh opportunity to deploy 
national best practice to ensure the needs of the resident population are suitably planned for, and addressed.  

 
1.6. SBDC is also clear that it wishes to optimise its natural resources and environment which provide a kay, and valuable resource for its communities and 

those of neighbouring boroughs, through the development of a range of informal, accessible and low cost recreation opportunities, including walking, 
cycling, running, etc. These will provide active environments to facilitate increased levels of physical activity, and contribute to the vision of healthier 
communities. 
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PLANNING CONTEXT 
 
1.7. The Council has a statutory duty to meet the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 

sets out the requirement of local authorities to establish and provide adequate and proper leisure facilities to meet local needs. Paragraphs 73 and 74 
outline the planning policies for the provision and protection of sport and recreation facilities.  

 

 
“Access to high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-
being of communities. Planning Policies should be based on robust and up to date assessments of the needs for open space, sports and 
recreation facilities and opportunities for new provision. The assessments should identify specific needs and quantitative or qualitative 
deficits or surpluses of open space, sports and recreational facilities in the local area. Information gained from the assessments should 

be used to determine what open space, sports and recreational provision are required.” 
 

 

 
‘Existing open space, sports and recreational buildings and land, including playing fields, should not be built on unless: 
 

 An assessment has been undertaken which has clearly shown the open space, buildings or land to be surplus to requirements; or  
 

 The loss resulting from the proposed development would be replaced by equivalent or better provision in terms of quantity and quality in a 
suitable location; or  

 

 The development is for alternative sports and recreational provision, the needs for which clearly outweigh the loss’. 
 

 
1.8. The emerging Local Plan is the key reference point for this Strategy, unless otherwise stated. The Local Plan replaces the existing Local Plan and will 

play a key role in shaping the Borough up to 2036. The Plan is following a due process through to adoption in 2017.  
 
1.9. The Local Plan sets out the local planning policy for the future development of South Bucks until 2036.  
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THE DISTRICT  
 
1.10. South Bucks District Council (SBDC) is a relatively a small district at 141 square kilometres, lying within the Metropolitan Green Belt area, and the 

affluent south east. 87% of the land is designated as green belt. There are good links to London via the Chiltern Railway, M40 and M4.   
 
1.11. An attractive and popular area within which to live and work, South Bucks ranks highly in the Halifax Quality of Life, and consistently been rated in the 

top 20 places out of 405 local authority districts across England, Scotland and Wales.  
 
1.12. The District comprises many small towns and villages, with the largest being Beaconsfield, Burnham and Gerrards Cross. These three towns have the 

best infrastructure and facilities. Most of the towns and villages have historical roots some of which are preserved through the use of conservation areas 
and listed buildings. 

 
Table 1.1: Summary of Demographic Profile South Bucks  

KEY FACTORS SOUTH BUCKS DISTRICT 

POPULATION 2016 (ALL AGES) 
(Office for National Statistics (ONS) Census 
2011, and mid-year estimates 2014) 
 

66,867 Census 2011 
2016 circa 70,000 

POPULATION 2026 AND 2036 (ALL AGES) 
 

By 2026 the population will be 76,300k (Census 2014) 
 

Population will grow to around 82,600k by 2036 
 

POPULATION INCREASES PLANNED 7, 800 new homes planned 
 

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS Growing older population (more than 19.4% are aged 65 or more now, and this is projected to 

grow to more than 28% of the population by 2026)   
 

15.7% of the total population in South Bucks are from a Black or Asian Ethnic Minority 
Population, against only 6.6% in 2001 and the 2011 England average of 14.3%.  
 

This includes the 7th highest concentration of people of Sikh religion in England at 4.7% with 
those of Muslim and Hindu religion each totalling 2.5% of the population.  
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KEY FACTORS SOUTH BUCKS DISTRICT 

4.5% of households are lone parent households and 0.4% of households are from the Gypsy 

and Traveller communities, the 7th highest in all of England.   
 

RURAL AREAS 87% of the District is within the Green Belt. 
 

CAR OWNERSHIP Around 90% of the residents in the District have at least one car/van (2011 Census).  
 

Of this, just over 5% of District residents have 4 or more cars. 
 

DEPRIVATION South Bucks District is ranked 330 nationally, and 58 regionally. 
 

Overall, South Bucks has very few areas of deprivation, but where they do occur, they are 
severe. In the overall IMD 2010 results, four lower super output areas (LSOAs) in South Bucks 
fell within the 41% to 50% most deprived areas in England. These are one of two LSOAs in 
Denham south ward, one of two LSOAs in Wexham and Iver west ward, one of three LSOAs in 
Burnham Lent Rise ward and one of three LSOAs in Burnham Church ward. None fell within the 
40% most deprived areas and 11 out of the total of 40 LSOAs fell within the 10% least deprived 
areas 
 

OBESITY 64.5% of adults are overweight/obese (higher than regional (63.1%) and national (63.8%) 
averages 
 

14.3% of children are obese/overweight, lower than regional (16.4%) and national (19.1%). 
 

HEALTH COST OF INACTIVITY £1,555,281 per 1000 people, lower than regional and national averages. 
 

HEALTH ISSUES Main health issues are cancer, coronary heart disease and diabetes. 
 

A key challenge for health and wellbeing is to ensure that the bene fits of good health are shared 
equally. Health inequalities need to be addressed to improve people’s health and reduce the gap 
in life-expectancy between the most and least disadvantaged communities. 
 

In South Bucks most deprived areas, life expectancy for women is 6 years less and for men it is 
7.1 years less than the least deprived communities. 
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(Sources: South Bucks Local Plan, Sport England Local Sports Profile 2016) 

1.13. The population of South Bucks will grow significantly over the next few years, so there is a need to ensure sufficient provision of accessible, quality and 
affordable facilities to meet local need.  

 

1.14. The increase in population (15,200) as a result of 7,800 new homes by 2036 will increase demand for community facilities, including sports facilities. 
Highest levels of demand are likely to be in the proposed new settlement areas – Gerrards Cross, Denham, Iver Heath, Iver, Middle Green, Richins 
Park, Stoke Poges, Taplow, Farnham Common, and Beaconsfield (locations of proposed new settlements are shown in Section 3, Map 3.1. However, 
given that the District is relatively small, increased demand for community facility provision as a result of population growth will need to be addressed 
across the area. 

 

1.15. It is particularly important that there is increased access to opportunities for physical activity at local level, so it is easy for residents, particularly those 
who are currently inactive, and those without access to private transport, to participate, and become physically active. This is very important given the 
small, but severe areas of deprivation in the District. 

 

VISION FOR SOUTH BUCKS LEISURE PROVISION 
 

1.16. The Vision for future provision of sport and leisure facilities in South Bucks is: 
 

 

‘‘To enable provision of high quality, low cost and accessible sport and leisure opportunities/provision to facilitate increased participation 
in sport and physical activity, which is key to improving health and wellbeing outcomes’. 

 

 

1.17. As a minimum, SBDC wishes to see low cost, accessible community sport and leisure facilities for fitness and sports hall sports/activities available for all 
residents. This includes both formal and informal spaces e.g. community halls in which to play sport and be physically active. 

 

AIMS 
 

1.18. The aim of providing sufficient high quality, fit for purpose and accessible provision is to: 
 

 Increase the regular amount of physical activity undertaken by individuals, and particularly those who are currently inactive 
 

 Facilitate develop of additional facility provision, in partnership, where need is evidenced 
 

 Facilitate community-based activity through the use of both formal and informal eg open space, community halls 
 

 Encourage new participants to start taking part in physical activity 
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 Facilitate the development of healthier lifestyles across South Buck’s communities 
 

 Create active environments where the choice to become physical active is an integral part of everyday life 
 

 Support and provide opportunities for local sports clubs and community groups 
 

1.19. The provision of high quality and accessible facilities will contribute to the overall priority for the development of healthier lifestyles in South Bucks, 
across all age groups. There is a need to ensure there are appropriate facilities and participative opportunities for all, but particularly the growing elderly 
population, to ensure they remain active into later life, and also young people to encourage them to adopt an active lifestyle from an early age. 

 

1.20. Sustainability of high quality, and critically, low cost and accessible facility provision is key to maintaining these opportunities; SBDC needs to plan now 
for the investment requirements of its existing facilities, and work in partnership with other providers and stakeholders to address and mitigate the other 
priorities identified through this Strategy. 

 

KEY ISSUES AND OPTIONS 
 

1.21. Based on the local context and the supply and demand analysis, there is clearly a need to consider additional provision of swimming pools, and fitness 
stations for the District, and how these are best delivered, given the development opportunities identified. There is also a need to consider how best to 
address the future need for badminton courts and sports hall space. There are a number of reasons for this: 

 

 Long term population growth in South Bucks, particularly around the proposed Settlement areas, which will increase demand for 
community facilities, including sport and leisure provision,  
 

 The need to retain existing levels of sports facility provision eg what is currently provided through the Beacon Centre and the Evreham 
Centre, even if the actual existing facilities are replaced 

 

 The current and future need for additional sports halls (1.08 badminton courts by 2036) 
 

 The current and future need for access to swimming pools (one 4 lane x 25m pool now i.e. 275.22 sqm) 
 

 The need to review existing education sports hall and pool programming, to increase opportunities for pay and play usage where 
possible  

 

 The current and future need for community accessible fitness stations (41 now and a total of 80 by 2036) 
 

 The potential for development of gymnastics facilities, if led by a club 
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 The potential for development of indoor tennis facilities i.e. club led air halls 

 The opportunity to develop off road cycling facilities in the District 
 

 Potential facility development/replacement opportunities provided by the need to relocate Evreham Sports Centre, the development of 
Farnham Park and the Golf Academy site, and the re-development proposals for Chiltern Pools 

 

 The opportunity for investment in ‘active’ infrastructure to facilitate increased provision of cycling, jogging and walking routes in the 
District connecting new and existing settlements, education and leisure sites 

 

 The opportunity to invest in active environments, where physical activity is the norm 
 

 The need to improve accessibility to provision for those without access to a car 
 

 The opportunity to build alliances with partners both within, and outside the District, to facilitate access to participation opportunities 
 

1.22. Housing development is one of the principal justifications for additional community sports facilities because additional residents increase demand for 
sports facilities. The population of South Bucks is set to grow significantly by 2036, and there will be a need to ensure good quality community sport and 
leisure facilities are available to meet existing and future demand. Investment in additional provision of formal sports facilities, and community halls 
should be secured through S106/CIL contributions, given the level of housing growth planned to 2036. 
 

1.23. There are a number of key development opportunities in the District which could contribute to increased and enhanced sport and recreational provision. 
These are: 

 

 Farnham Park – development as a community hub site, with a range of indoor facilities (fitness and hall space), plus grass and all 
weather pitches 

 

 Former Academy Site – development for informal walking and cycling routes, plus sensory trails and safe off road cycling  
 

 Wilton Park – development of football pitches (number and type to be confirmed from 2016 Playing Pitch Strategy), plus community 
facilities e.g. indoor hall space 

 
1.24. The replacement of the Evreham Sports Centre facility (sports hall, fitness suite, and all weather pitch) could be addressed by the above development 

opportunities. There is potential for the re-location of Evreham Sports Centre (as a result of closure at the end of its lease) to release a capital receipt, 
which could be invested into other developments, such as Farnham Park. 
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1.25. The need for access to additional swimming provision in the District to meet the demand generated through population growth could potentially be 

addressed by better promoting the location, and availability of pools in neighbouring local authorities, which is where South Bucks residents swim 
currently, plus opening up additional access at existing district-based education pools eg Teikyo School, which already offers swimming lessons. 

 

KEY FINDINGS  
 

SPORTS HALLS 
 
1.26. Based on current demand, there is currently sufficient sports hall provision in the District, with a small over-supply of 2.98 badminton courts. Levels of 

use at Evreham Sports Centre are currently low, which means that in reality, there is probably a slightly higher over-supply of badminton courts than 
2.98 courts. It is important to highlight that this slight oversupply of around 3 badminton courts only relates to the current population, and the situation 
changes as the population grows to 2036. 

 
1.27. By 2036 there will be a need for an additional 4 badminton court sports hall. As there is already an over-supply of nearly 3 badminton courts, this means 

that in reality there will be a need to retain all existing community accessible sports hall facilities, and provide the equivalent of just over 1 i.e. 1.08 
additional badminton courts. 

 
1.28. The provision of 1.08 additional badminton courts could be addressed through a number of options: 
 

 Creating additional community pay and play access at existing sports halls with unused capacity (see paragraph 5.14) 
 

 Replacing Evreham Sports centre with a larger facility, potentially on a new school site i.e. 4 court hall; or through a number of smaller 
developments including Farnham Park, Wilton Park 

 

 Increased use of the 9 badminton courts in activity halls in the District which provide informal space that could still be used for some 
sports hall activities, could be an option to address future needs for the supply sports hall space. 

 
1.29. Development of additional informal hall space, multi-purpose in nature, which could accommodate both sports hall sports and other activities. There is 

the potential to develop Farnham Park in to a community hub providing multi-functional space, well served by public transport providing access across 
the district. Such a facility could incorporate; fitness, indoor space and all weather playing fields to meet the community needs. Equally, the development 
opportunity at Wilton Park to provide a community facility could deliver some indoor multi-purpose hall space. 
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1.30. Evreham Sports Centre is covered by a Joint User Agreement, which ends in 2021, so the site will be then returned to the County Council. There is 

therefore a need to consider the future of the sports facilities on site. The existing GLL operational management contract is due to end in 2017, but this 
could be extended to 2021, to retain provision on-site, whilst replacement provision is developed. Evreham Sports Centre is not used to capacity, but the 
all-weather pitch on site is well-used. Although in theory the existing sports hall could be closed, population growth increases demand for sports hall 
provision, so the badminton courts at Evreham cannot be lost, but will need to be replaced.  

 
1.31. It therefore makes sense to retain existing provision to 2021, although there is a cost to this (£30k per annum), and start to plan now for the replacement 

of the facility through the known development opportunities and sites in the District. There is potential for the re-location of Evreham Sports Centre (as a 
result of closure at the end of its lease) to release a capital receipt, which could be invested into other developments, such as Farnham Park. 

 
1.32. Given the increased demand for sports halls as a result of future population growth, there is a need to retain the existing level of community accessible 

sports hall provision in the District as a minimum. However, this could be re-located if the Evreham site closes. Clearly, replacement of the Evreham 
facility will require capital investment. The development opportunity at Farnham Park offers significant potential both to replace the all-weather pitch, and 
at least 2 badminton courts, and a further 2 courts could be replaced at Wilton Park in any proposed community hall. Should a new school be developed 
in the District, there is the potential to include a new 4 court hall which would increase pay and play access to sports hall provision through a formal 
community use agreement. Equally a community hall such as Burnham Community Centre could provide equivalent hall space to replace existing 
badminton courts at Everham. 

 
1.33. There is also potential to negotiate pay and play provision at Beaconsfield High School sports facilities; currently only 46% of the potential capacity of 

the Beaconsfield High School sports facilities are used. Similarly, there is scope to explore similar arrangements for pay and play access with Davenies 

School, Teikyo School and the Beaconsfield School.   
 
1.34. Relocation of the Beacon Centre also has significant potential and could result in the re-development of what are now ageing facilities. The existing 

amount of sports hall space ie 4 badminton courts would need to be retained in any relocation, as wuld the existing sports facilities in the centre. 
 

SWIMMING POOLS 
 

1.35. Currently South Bucks District has no public swimming pool provision, providing pay and play access. However, 96.10% of the demand is satisfied by 
residents being able to travel to pools outside the district. 

 
1.36. Current levels of unmet demand are at 3.90% in South Bucks and equate to 172 visits per week in the peak period (vpwpp). This unmet demand i.e. the 
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number of swims that cannot be provided in the District, is attributed predominantly to people living outside the catchment of an existing pool. 
  

1.37. By 2036 assuming no new pools are opened, and the existing facilities remain open, there will be an unmet need for the equivalent of a 4 lane x 25m 
pool for the District. 

 
1.38. It is only by increasing the available pool capacity that current and future demand for swimming will be appropriately met in the District. 
 
1.39. An option to address the additional water space requirements could be to better promote the location, and availability of pools in neighbouring local 

authorities, which is where South Bucks residents swim currently, plus opening up additional access at existing district-based education pools eg Teikyo 
School, which already offers swimming lessons. 

 
1.40. There is a proposal to re-develop neighbouring Chiltern Pools which, if progressed, would also provide some residents in South Bucks with access to 

additional and high quality water space. Increased capacity at Chiltern Pools, plus increasing capacity for pay and play access at e.g. Teikyo School 
could address the identified current and future under supply of water space in the District. Whilst there is some capacity in the pools in neighbouring 
districts of RBWM, and Wycombe, this could change if facilities close; SBDC needs to work in partnership with its neighbouring local authorities to 
ensure local residents are aware of opportunities for swimming, and have access to good quality swimming facilities within/in very close proximity to 
South Bucks District. 

 

HEALTH AND FITNESS FACILITIES 
 

1.41. There is a significant amount of fitness provision in South Bucks, with the majority of facilities being provided by the commercial sector.  
 

1.42. Access is generally reasonable to fitness facilities across South Bucks, but there is a need for more community accessible fitness stations. 
 

1.43. There is insufficient provision of community accessible fitness facilities to meet current and future demand, and therefore a need to consider how best to 
address the current under supply of 41 fitness stations and the future under supply of 80 fitness stations. The priority should be to develop new provision 
as part of any new leisure developments in the District, funded through S106/CIL. It may also be possible to provide access to increased local 
opportunities to use fitness stations through the installation of outdoor gyms (possibly alongside cycling/walking routes), or in ‘pop-up’ gyms specifically 
in areas of high deprivation and low levels of physical activity. 

 

1.44. Clearly the development of any new provision should include fitness facilities to provide a revenue stream and support sustainability of the site; it will 
also be important to ensure accessibility for those without private transport, and who may find membership fees a barrier to participation. A new fitness 
suite at Farnham Park could address some of these issues, but there will still be a need to provide more local, and possibly informal facilities in areas of 
high deprivation. This approach is very much in line with the latest Sport England Strategy – An Active Nation. 
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1.45. Provision of fitness facilities at Farnham Park could also provide an income stream to offset the cost of pitch maintenance and provision on the site. 

GYMNASTICS FACILITIES 
 

1.46. Given the growing participation in gymnastics at local level, and the long waiting lists for club membership, there is a potential opportunity for the 
development of dedicated gymnastics facilities, led by a local gymnastics club. This approach is supported by the National Governing Body to address 
the identified need for more capacity and facilities for gymnastics. 

 

CYCLING FACILITIES 
 

1.47. Development of safe, off road cycling facilities in the District e.g. a community level closed road circuit. The facilities could be designed to be suitable for 
coaching and training making them ideal catalysts for supporting the establishment of new cycling clubs/ groups. The former Academy site is an ideal 
location for such provision. 

 

INDOOR TENNIS FACILITIES 
 

4.82 There are no pay and play indoor tennis courts in the District. The Lawn Tennis Association has identified that there the larger tennis clubs in the 
District may be interested in developing indoor courts, given the lack of existing indoor tennis facilities. 

 

1.48. There is therefore an opportunity to work with local tennis clubs to consider development of air-hall facilities, to provide community accessible indoor 
tennis courts. 

 

GOLF 
 

1.49. Ongoing development of the South Buckinghamshire Golf Course will continue to improve facilities e.g. practice area, putting green, pitch and putt etc. 
Closure and re-development of the Golf Academy site will enable provision of formal outdoor sports to be focussed on the Golf Course and the adjacent 
Farnham Park site (opportunity for a new community pitch hub site). 

 

INFORMAL FACILITIES 
 

1.50. Other future facility provision, linked particularly to long term population growth and housing development, is the development of new and improved 
walking, jogging and cycling routes/connectivity, to encourage active travel, and provide an environment in which physical activity can be easily 
integrated into daily life. 
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1.51. Development of this type of facility, and the wider development of a connected network of cycling/running/walking routes will help to increase awareness 
of the District’s significant open space resource, and promote its more regular usage by local communities. 

 

1.52. Overall, SBD wishes to focus on the development of its open spaces and informal provision, including use of the Green Belt for a range of physical 
activities and recreation, alongside provision of sports halls and fitness suites, plus other dryside facilities. The District’s priorities are to improve and 
expand what it already has, as opposed to investing in swimming provision, which its resident already access elsewhere eg Chalfont Pool, in very close 
proximity to the District. 

 
1.53. Priority investment needs identified from the strategy analysis are summarised in Table 1.2: 
 

Table 1.2: Priority Facility Investment Needs  

FACILITY TYPE CURRENT NEED LOCATION NEED BY 2036 LOCATION 

SPORTS 

HALLS 
N/A Across District 1.08 badminton courts to accommodate 

increased needs for community pay and 
play access) 

 
Replacement of Evreham Sports Hall to meet 
future need as a result of population growth. 
 

Across District 
 
Development opportunities at Farnham 
Park and Wilton Park. 
 
The additional court space could 
potentially be met through existing sports 
hall capacity or development of new 
alternative pay and pay community 
accessible multi-purpose hall space (this 
could be provided at Farnham Park or 
Wilton Park as part of the wider 
community provision), to replace existing 
sports hall provision. 
 

SWIMMING 

POOLS 
115.81 sq m Across District Access to an additional 3 lanes of a 25m pool.  

(Total 1 x 4 lane x 25m pool equivalent) 
 

Across District 
 
 

FITNESS 

STATIONS 
41 Fitness stations 
Low cost fitness suites eg £20- 
£35 per month membership level 

Across District Total 39 additional 
 
(Total overall need 80) 
 

Across District 
 
Development opportunity at Farnham 
Park  
 
Opportunity to develop informal fitness 
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FACILITY TYPE CURRENT NEED LOCATION NEED BY 2036 LOCATION 

offer using community halls, particularly 
in areas of high deprivation 
 
Outdoor gyms close to 
walking/cycling/running routes 
 

GYMNASTICS 

FACILITIES 
Potential to develop dedicated 
gymnastics facilities. 
 

Local 
Gymnastics 
Clubs 

Potential to develop dedicated gymnastics 
facilities 
 

Local Gymnastics Clubs 

CYCLING Development of safe, traffic-free 
cycling facilities in the District e.g. 
community level closed road 
circuit. The facilities could be 
designed to be suitable for 
coaching and training making 
them ideal catalysts for 
supporting the establishment of 
new cycling clubs/ groups.  
 
Spinning facilities 
 
Cyclo cross facilities 
 

Across District 
 
Re-development 
of former 
Academy site 

Development of safe, traffic-free cycling 
facilities in the District e.g. community level 
closed road circuit. The facilities could be 
designed to be suitable for coaching and 
training making them ideal catalysts for 
supporting the establishment of new cycling 
clubs/ groups.  
 
Spinning facilities 
 
Cyclo cross facilities 
 

Across District 
 
Re-development of former Academy site 

GOLF Further investment into South 
Buckinghamshire Golf Course – 
practice, pitch and putt facilities 
 
Closure and re-development of 
the Golf Academy site will enable 
provision of formal outdoor sports 
to be focussed on the Golf 
Course and the adjacent 
Farnham Park site (opportunity 
for a new community pitch hub 
site). 

South 
Buckinghamshire 
Golf Course 

Further investment into South 
Buckinghamshire Golf Course – practice, pitch 
and putt facilities 

South Buckinghamshire Golf Course 
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FACILITY TYPE CURRENT NEED LOCATION NEED BY 2036 LOCATION 

 

 
 
 

    

INDOOR 

TENNIS 

FACILITIES 
 

Indoor courts (air-hall)- club-led 
developments 

Across District Indoor courts (air-hall) Across District 

INFORMAL 

FACILITIES 
Increased provision of walking, 
cycling and jogging routes/paths. 

District wide Increased provision of walking, cycling and 
jogging routes/paths, and especially in new 
housing developments. 
 

District wide 
Opportunities to develop increased use 
of open space, the green Belt etc 

 
1.54. The options to consider in delivering these priority facility needs, are set out in detail in Section 5. 
 
1.55. It is important to stress that the priorities identified above could be provided in five main ways: 
 

 New build facilities 
 

 Changing the existing opening hours of facilities, and operational timetables – this could create more capacity for community use, if for 
example, club time was reduced; alternatively, longer opening hours could create more capacity. However, given the scale of population 
growth in the District over the next few years, and the nature of the facilities on education sites, it is unlikely that operational changes 
alone will address increased demand for sports facilities. 

 

 Negotiating community access arrangements at existing commercial facilities e.g. swimming pools 
 

 Negotiating formal community use arrangements (CUAs) at school sites to develop and protect community access, pay and play and club 
use New build facilities 

 

 Better promoting awareness of, and availability of access to, neighbouring authority facilities and particularly swimming pools, which are 
already very well used by South Bucks residents. 
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1.56. The recommendations and Action Plan, supporting implementation of the Strategy are set out in Table 1.3. 
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Table 1.3: Recommendations and Action Plan 

RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY 

TIMESCALE 

RESOURCES 
SHORT = 1 – 5 YEARS 

MEDIUM = 5 - 10 YEARS 

LONG TERM = 10+ YEARS 

RECOMMENDATION 1 (R1) 
 
SBDC prioritises investment into sports hall 
provision to: 
 

 Ensure that none of the existing 
provision should be lost; it could be 
replaced/re-located, but not reduced, 
given that there are only 3 community 
accessible sports halls (pay and play) in 
the District. 

 

 Address identified need for provision of 
an additional 1.08 badminton courts in 
the District by 2036 through new build, 
and negotiation of increased capacity 
for pay and play community use at the 
education sports halls.  

 

 Improve the condition and quality of 
existing facilities ie the Beacon Centre 
through replacement and re-location 

 
The additional court space could potentially 
be met through existing sports hall capacity 
or development of new alternative pay and 
pay community accessible multi-purpose 
hall space (this could be provided at 

Ensure the need for additional 
sports hall provision is 
reflected in the Local Plan 
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

Ensure identified facility 
needs are reflected in the 
CIL/S106 funding 
requirements for the District  
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

Undertake technical 
feasibilities to determine how 
best to meet identified 
demand for additional courts, 
e.g. relocation and 
replacement of Evreham 
Sports Centre; development 
of Farnham Park, and/or 
Wilton Park (possibly informal 
multi-purpose hall space), as 
multi-sport hubs 
 
Undertake detailed feasibility 
study into the re-development 
of the Beacon Centre, linked 
to a health Centre 
 

SBDC, external 
consultants  

Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers, external 
consultants, Sport 
England. 
 
Possibly additional 
revenue if staff 
resources need to 
increase at the sports 
facilities on education 
sites, to ensure pay 
and play access can 
be provided. 
 
Capital - £2,542.995 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

Farnham Park or Wilton Park as part of the 
wider community provision), to replace 
existing sports hall provision. 
 

RECOMMENDATION 2 (R2) 
 

 Replace Evreham Sports Centre sports 
hall and fitness facilities to meet future 
population demand 

 

 Optimise development opportunities at 
Farnham Park and Wilton Park 

 

Seek to replace Evreham 
Sports Centre through other 
identified development 
opportunities, to meet the 
needs for sports hall provision 
resulting from population 
growth. 
 

SBDC Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers, external 
consultants, Sport 
England. 
CIL/S106 

RECOMMENDATION 3 (R3) 
 
Replace the existing theatre space at The 
Beacon Centre with improved and extended 
fitness facilities (larger fitness suite and studio), if 
the Beacon Centre can be re-developed. 
Consider opportunity to link re-development with 
a health centre. 
 

Re-locate theatre group at 
other local facilities, with 
theatre facilities 
 

SBDC Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
Facility operator 

RECOMMENDATION 4 (R4) 
 
SBDC works with relevant education partners to 
develop and implement CUAs which provide a 
better balance of pay and play and club use, to 
address the identified participative need for 
sports hall space. 

SBDC works with relevant 
partners to develop and 
implement formal CUAs 
which provide a better 
balance of pay and play and 
club use. 

SBDC, All new 
school sites 

Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

RECOMMENDATION 5 (R5) 
 
SBDC works with relevant partners to extend 

Develop a partnership 
approach to discussions with 
Teikyo School, Devanies 

SBDC to initiate Ongoing Officer time - 
SBDC leisure 
and planning 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

opportunities at existing sports halls with 
capacity for increased community use e.g. 
Teikyo School, Devanies School, Beaconsfield 
High School, The Beaconsfield School. 
 

School, Beaconsfield High 
School, The Beaconsfield 
School to increase pay and 
play community access to the 
existing sports facilities  

officers, Sport 
England, 
relevant local 
schools 

RECOMMENDATION 6 (R6) 
 
SBDC prioritises investment into swimming pool 
provision to: 
 

 Address identified need for access to an 
additional swimming pool facilities in 
the District by 2036- equivalent of 1 x 4 
lane x 25m pool  
 

 Secure investment into swimming pool 
provision to address identified future 
need for increased provision as a result 
of population growth. 

 

Ensure the need for access to 
additional swimming pool 
provision is reflected in the 
Local Plan 
 
Better promote awareness of 
all swimming pools in close 
proximity to South Bucks 
District, and ensure local 
communities are aware of 
access availability 
 
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers; CDC officers 
 

Ensure identified facility 
needs are reflected in the 
CIL/S106 funding 
requirements for the District. 
 

SBDC Short term Officer time SBDC - 
Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

    

    

    

Undertake technical 
feasibilities to determine how 
best to meet identified 
demand for additional pools. 
 
Work with Chiltern District 

SBDC, external 
consultants; CDC 
officers 

Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers, external 
consultants, Sport 
England; CDC officers 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

Council (CDC) to ensure the 
scale of the replacement 
Chiltern Pools reflects the 
current and future swimming 
needs of South Bucks District. 
 

Capital £3,142.856 
 

RECOMMENDATION 7 (R7) 
 
SBDC prioritises the need to address the current 
(-41) and future (-39 by 2025), total under – 
supply of 80 fitness stations in the District 
 

 Additional provision should be 
developed as part of any new build / 
refurbishment programme to existing 
facilities. 

 

 Development opportunities at Farnham 
Park should be considered 
 

Ensure the need for additional 
provision is reflected in the 
Local Plan 
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

Ensure identified facility 
needs are reflected in the 
CIL/S106 funding 
requirements for the District  
 
Explore the potential for 
providing at least some of the 
identified under-supply of 
fitness station sin a re-
developed Farnham Park 
Sports Hub 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

RECOMMENDATION 8 (R8) 
 
SBDC works with a local interested Gymnastics 
Clubs, British Gymnastics and other relevant 
local, regional and local partners to develop 
purpose built gymnastics provision, which is club 
led and operated. 
 

Establish a partnership 
working group with local club 
to support development of 
facilities  
 

SBDC; local 
gymnastics clubs 

Medium SBDC leisure officers, 
NGB, Sport England; 
local gymnastics 
clubs; capital budget 

RECOMMENDATION 9 (R9) 
 
SBDC works with local cycling clubs and British 

Establish a partnership 
working group with local clubs 
to support development of an 

SBDC; local 
cycling clubs  

Short term SBDC leisure officers, 
NGB, Sport England; 
local cricket clubs; 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

Cycling to develop an off road circuit in the 
District, potentially at the former Golf Academy 
site. 
 

off-road track in the District. 
Specifically explore the 
potential for this development 
on the former Golf Academy 
site. 
 
Work with GLL and local 
schools to develop provision 
for spinning and cyclo cross 
facilities 

capital budget 
 
Re-development of 
the Academy site 
would involve some 
capital costs.  
 
There are a number of 
potential funding 
sources that SBDC 
could consider in 
relation to the re-
development of the 
Academy site, 
including 
 
 
 
The proposed 
Community and 
Environment fund 
from HS2 (creates an 
opportunity to bid for 
funding to support 
enhancement of 
sports and 
recreational facilities, 
provision of new 
community facilities, 
landscape and nature 
conservation projects.  
 
The grants range are 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

likely to be up to £75k 
smaller projects and 
between £75k and 
£1M for strategic 
projects benefiting 
multiple communities) 
 

 Heathrow 

 Landfill funds 

 Slough Fund 
 
 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 10 (R10) 
 

SBDC works with local tennis clubs to explore 
the feasibility of developing air halls to provide 
indoor community accessible tennis courts. 
 

Establish a partnership 
working group with local 
tennis clubs to support 
development of improved 
facilities  
 

SBDC; local 
tennis clubs 

Medium SBDC leisure officers, 
NGB, Sport England; 
local tennis clubs; 
capital budget 

RECOMMENDATION 11 (R11) 
 

SBDC seeks to secure CIL/S106 contributions 
towards the development of additional and safe 
walking and cycling routes. Development of the 
former Academy site is a priority. 
 

Use the Strategy evidence 
base to secure S106/ 
contributions in new housing 
developments. 
 

SBDC Short SBDC planning 
officers; capital 
budget 

RECOMMENDATION 12 (R12) 
 

SBDC works with local schools, and Sport 
England to develop and implement formal 
community use agreements in: 
 

Open discussions with 
existing schools offering 
sports facilities for community 
use to find ways of increasing 
usage capacity, to enable 
provision of better balanced 

SBDC; Local 
schools 

Short to Medium SBDC leisure and 
planning officers, 
Sport England 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

 Schools where they are currently in 
place, to increase opportunities for pay 
and play community access 

 

 Any new schools as part of Planning 
Conditions 

 

accessibility, to include 
community pay and play use.  

 
 
 
 

    

RECOMMENDATION 13 (R13) 
 

SBDC identifies the level of capital funding 
required to address the identified investment 
needs for sports facilities and community halls, 
and investigates the various sources available 
for capital funding. CIL/S106 should be major 
contributors. 
 

Work with SBDC planning 
colleagues to identify 
potential levels of capital 
funding from residential 
development  
 

SBDC leisure 
officers 

Short  SBDC Capital budget;  

Working with partners identify 
all potential sources of capital 
funding to support new facility 
provision in the District 
 

SBDC leisure 
officers 

Short External funding 

RECOMMENDATION 14 (R14) 
 

SBDC prioritises investment in the development 
of high quality community sports facilities, in 
partnership with Public Health and other local 
partners. Increasing available capacity and 
therefore opportunities to take part in regular 
physical activity, in the local community, will 
contribute to reduced health inequalities, and 
increased participation. 
 

SBDC to continue to work 
with Public Health and 
relevant identified community 
partners to ensure provision 
of, and access to, appropriate 
community sports facilities, 
and opportunities to be 
physically active. 

SBDC leisure and 
community 
development 
officers; SBDC 
planning officers;  

Short CIL/S106, plus other 
health, community 
development and 
external funding; 
Sport England 
potentially 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

RECOMMENDATION 15 (R15) 
 

There should be on-going monitoring of this 
Strategy through its implementation, but as a 
minimum, progress should be reviewed and 
refreshed every five years. On-going monitoring 
should include partnership working with 
neighbouring local authorities to keep aware of 
facility changes and developments. 
 

Establish monitoring process 
 
Ensure ongoing dialogue with 
neighbouring local authorities 

SBDC Ongoing SBDC Leisure officers  
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1.57. The Council has a statutory duty to meet the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework. The NPPF para 73 states: 
 

 

“Access to high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-
being of communities. Planning Policies should be based on robust and up to date assessments of the needs for open space, sports and 
recreation facilities and opportunities for new provision. The assessments should identify specific needs and quantitative or qualitative 

deficits or surpluses of open space, sports and recreational facilities in the local area. Information gained from the assessments should be 
used to determine what open space, sports and recreational provision are required.” 

 

 

1.58. The Council’s Vision is to  
 

 

‘To provide accessible, affordable, sustainable and high quality leisure facilities that meet the future needs of residents, enabling them to 
lead active and healthy lifestyles’ 

 

 

1.59. The Sports Facility Strategy will inform: 
 

 Planning policies on:  

 Locally derived sports provision standards   

 Protection of existing, sports and recreation sites   

 Allocation of sites for new and/or improved sports and recreation facilities, if necessary  
 

 The infrastructure required to support development set out in an updated Infrastructure Delivery Schedule 
 

 The list of infrastructure likely to be funded by the Community Infrastructure Levy under Regulation 123 of the Community Infrastructure  
 

 Levy Regulations 2010, as amended 
 

 Development management decisions, including assisting in negotiations for financial contributions and/or direct provision on site 
 

 The allocation of existing money collected through financial contributions from developers towards the provision of open space 
 

 Applications for external funding for improvements to existing facilities and new projects; and  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 An assessment, strategy and prioritised action plan, including a vision, objectives and recommendations on future provision, funding 

and management of sports and recreation facilities in the District.   
 
1.60. South Bucks has a growing population. In particular, there will be an increase in older people to 2026, which has implications for future provision of 

sports facilities (more than 19.4% are aged 65 or more now, and this is projected to grow to more than 28% of the population by 2026). The current 

population is 66,867 (2011 Census).  This is set to increase significantly with the building of new homes. 
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 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
2.1 South Bucks District Council (SBDC) is a relatively a small district at 141 square kilometers, lying within the Metropolitan Green Belt area. 87% of the 

land is designated as green belt. There are good links to London via the Chiltern Railway, M40 and M4.  

  
2.2 An attractive and popular area within which to live and work, South Bucks ranks highly in the Halifax Quality of Life, and consistently been rated in the 

top 20 places out of 405 local authority districts across England, Scotland and Wales.  
 

2.3 The District comprises many small towns and villages, with the largest being Beaconsfield, Burnham and Gerrards Cross. These three towns have the 
best infrastructure and facilities. Most of the towns and villages have historical roots some of which are preserved through the use of conservation areas 
and listed buildings. 

 
2.4 The larger towns of High Wycombe, Maidenhead and Slough, and the London District of Hillingdon, border the District. These centres provide shopping 

facilities and services not available within the District as well as some jobs for residents. In return, South Bucks provides the open spaces which help 
meet the recreational needs of these larger centres.  
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Map 1: Buckinghamshire in a Regional Context 

 
 

2.5 South Bucks District area is shown below: 
 
Map 2: South Bucks District 

 
2.6 South Bucks has a growing population. In particular, there will be an increase in older people to 2026, which has implications for future provision of 

sports facilities (more than 19.4% are aged 65 or more now, and this is projected to grow to more than 28% of the population by 2026). The current 

population is 66,867 (2011 Census).  This is set to increase significantly with the building of new homes. 
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Map 3: South Bucks District Current Population 
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Map 4: South Bucks District – Future Population 
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2.7 The darker areas in Map 4 show where the greatest increase in population will be in the next 10 years. Clearly this is concentrated along the border with 
Chiltern District and to the west of the District. Population growth is set to reach circa 82,600 by 2036 

 
2.8 The District has high levels of residents of the Hindu and Muslim faith, and the highest concentration of people of a Sikh religion in England (4.7%). there 

is also a large traveller and gypsy population. 
 
2.9 Overall, South Bucks has very few areas of deprivation, but where they do occur, they are severe. In the overall IMD 2010 results, four lower super 

output areas (LSOAs) in South Bucks fell within the 41% to 50% most deprived areas in England. These are one of two LSOAs in Denham south ward, 
one of two LSOAs in Wexham and Iver West ward, one of three LSOAs in Burnham Lent Rise ward and one of three LSOAs in Burnham Church ward. 

None fell within the 40% most deprived areas and 11 out of the total of 40 LSOAs fell within the 10% least deprived areas.   
 
2.10 The darker areas on Map 5 are those of greatest deprivation. 
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Map 5: South Bucks District areas of deprivation 
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RATIONALE FOR DEVELOPING A SPORTS FACILITIES STRATEGY 
 

2.11 The Council has a statutory duty to meet the requirements of the National Planning Policy Framework. The NPPF para 73 states: 
 

 
“Access to high quality open spaces and opportunities for sport and recreation can make an important contribution to the health and well-
being of communities. Planning Policies should be based on robust and up to date assessments of the needs for open space, sports and 
recreation facilities and opportunities for new provision. The assessments should identify specific needs and quantitative or qualitative 

deficits or surpluses of open space, sports and recreational facilities in the local area. Information gained from the assessments should be 
used to determine what open space, sports and recreational provision are required.” 

 

 
2.12 South Bucks District Council (SBDC) has identified the need to develop a Sports Facilities Strategy (the Strategy); this will help to plan effectively for 

future sports facility provision, for current and future need, population growth and increased participation. 
 

2.13 The Strategy sits within the context of the South Bucks and Chiltern Joint Strategy 2015-2020 with identified priorities of: 
 

1. Delivering cost- effective, customer- focused services  
 

2. Working towards safe and healthier local communities  
 

3. Striving to conserve the environment and promote sustainability  
 

2.14 The Sports Facilities Strategy will also deliver on the Vision for the South Bucks area by 2026: South Bucks District to be a place with a Vision of a range 
of priorities, including: 

 

WIDE RANGES OF ACCESSIBLE LEISURE OPPORTUNITIES;  
 

2.15 The rationale for producing the strategy is that it will help to deliver on the broader agenda to increase participation in sport and physical activity. This is 
key to improving health and wellbeing outcomes and will play an important role in the development of community cohesion and integration. 

 
2.16 Given the planning, policy and financial changes of the last five years, including reductions in revenue budgets, there is a need to identify options for 

future provision which meet local need, but can continue to be delivered effectively and efficiently. This also provides a fresh opportunity to deploy 
national best practice to ensure the needs of the resident population are suitably planned for, and addressed.  
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2.17 The Sports Facility Strategy will inform: 
 

 Planning policies on:  

 Locally derived sports provision standards   

 Protection of existing, sports and recreation sites   

 Allocation of sites for new and/or improved sports and recreation facilities, if necessary  
 

 The infrastructure required to support development set out in an updated Infrastructure Delivery Schedule 
 

 The list of infrastructure likely to be funded by the Community Infrastructure Levy under Regulation 123 of the Community Infrastructure  
 

 Levy Regulations 2010, as amended 
 

 Development management decisions, including assisting in negotiations for financial contributions and/or direct provision on site 
 

 The allocation of existing money collected through financial contributions from developers towards the provision of open space 
 

 Applications for external funding for improvements to existing facilities and new projects; and   
 

 An assessment, strategy and prioritised action plan, including a vision, objectives and recommendations on future provision, funding 

and management of sports and recreation facilities in the District.   
 

2.18 SBDC is also clear that it wishes to optimise its natural resources and environment which provide a kay, and valuable resource for its communities and 
those of neighbouring boroughs, through the development of a range of informal recreation opportunities, including walking, cycling, running, etc. These 
will provide active environments to facilitate increased levels of physical activity, and contribute to the vision of healthier communities. 

 

STRATEGY SCOPE 
 

2.19 The Scope of the Strategy includes: 
 

 Present information and findings that will help the Council to make informed decisions about  the future of their leisure stock   
 

 Provide a needs-driven evidence base that will identify strategic actions and priorities for  the District   
 

 Provide robust information about the future of facility provision across the District for the  next 30 years  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 Provide indicative capital considerations and potential funding opportunities for facility  projects within South Bucks District   
 

 Identify and assess potential future delivery models for leisure facility operational management, with a focus on reduced, and future low 

operating costs   
 

2.20 The typologies included within the audit and assessments are: 
 

 Sports Halls 
 

 Swimming Pools  Health and fitness facilities 

 Indoor tennis facilities   
 

 Squash    Table Tennis   

 Gymnastics   
 

 Indoor bowls  

TERMS OF REFERENCE 
 
2.21 The brief developed by SBDC identifies the key objectives of the strategy as: 
 

 Assessment Objectives  

 To provide assessments of existing indoor sports facilities in the District, drawing on  consultation and engagement with users and providers. 

The assessment must include public, private and educational provision; and assess quantity, quality, accessibility and availability 
 To provide assessments of the demand for indoor sports facilities, drawing on relevant demographic and sports participation data and local 

demand information gathered during facility surveys and consultation 
 To identify existing surplus provision as well as quantitative and qualitative deficiencies and gaps  
 To identify the likely scale and nature of the required provision of indoor and outdoor sports facilities in the potential growth areas 

 

 Strategy objectives  

 To provide detailed strategies setting out a range of justified, evidence based and  deliverable investment priorities 

 To address the needs identified in the assessments 

 To guide the management and enhancement of existing facilities and the provision of new  facilities 

 To identify how the required provision of indoor sports facilities in the potential growth areas  will be addressed, including setting out a 

prioritised list of sports facilities 
 To provide standards for the provision of sports facilities in large new developments 
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2.22 The key outcomes delivered by the Strategy are: 
 

 An evidence based assessment of the need for indoor 
sports facilities that meets existing and anticipated 
future demand 

 

 A clear understanding of the overall surpluses and 
deficiencies across the District and any specific 
geographical and/or individual facility needs 

 

 Establish the principles to help inform where future 
resources should be focussed 

 

 Production of a strategy compliant with Sport England 
guidance 

 

STRATEGY STRUCTURE  
 

2.23 The Strategy has been developed using the Sport England 
Assessing Needs and Opportunities guidance (ANOG), 
published in 2014. 

 
2.24 The Strategy structure has been developed to reflect the ANOG 

Guidance. The structure is detailed in the Contents section, and 
reflects the following ANOG stages, as set out in Figure 2.1 
opposite. 

 

Figure 2.1: Summary of ANOG 
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 STRATEGIC POLICY AND CONTEXT 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
3.1 The policy context for this Strategy is summarised in the appendices and below. 
 

NATIONAL LEVEL 
 
3.2 The national policy context is summarised in Appendix 1, National Context. 
 

LOCAL LEVEL 
 
3.3 A number of current strategic polices, strategies and factors influence current and future supply and demand for sport and recreation facilities in South 

Bucks. These include: 
 

 Population Profiles and Projections 
 

 Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan 2014 – 2036  
 

 South Bucks and Chilton joint Council Strategy  
 

 Joint Business plan 2016- 2020 Chiltern District Council and South Bucks District Council  
 

 Buckinghamshire’s updated Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) 
 

 Buckinghamshire Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2013-16 
 

 South Bucks Health Profile 2015 
 

 Buckinghamshire Children and Young People’s Plan 2014 to 2018 
 

 Local area forum recommendations - Active Bucks  
 

 Participation Trends and Rates 
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BACKGROUND CONTEXT  
 

Table 3.1: Summary Demographic Profile 

KEY FACTORS SOUTH BUCKS DISTRICT 

POPULATION 2016 (ALL AGES) 
(Office for National Statistics (ONS) Census 
2011, and mid-year estimates 2014) 
 

66,867 Census 2011 
2016 circa 70,000 

POPULATION 2026 AND 2036 (ALL AGES) 
 

By 2026 the population will be 76,300k (Census 2014) 
Population will grow to around 82,600 k by 2036 
 

POPULATION INCREASES PLANNED 7, 800 new homes planned 
 

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS Growing older population (more than 19.4% are aged 65 or more now, and this is projected to 

grow to more than 28% of the population by 2026)   
 

15.7% of the total population in South Bucks are from a Black or Asian Ethnic Minority Population, 
against only 6.6% in 2001 and the 2011 England average of 14.3%.  
 

This includes the 7th highest concentration of people of Sikh religion in England at 4.7% with 
those of Muslim and Hindu religion each totalling 2.5% of the population.  
 

4.5% of households are lone parent households and 0.4% of households are from the Gypsy and 

Traveller communities, the 7th highest in all of England.   
 

RURAL AREAS 87% of the District is within the Green Belt. 
 

CAR OWNERSHIP Around 90% of the residents in the District have at least one car/van (2011 Census).  
 

Of this, just over 5% of District residents have 4 or more cars. 
 

DEPRIVATION South Bucks District is ranked 330 nationally, and 58 regionally. 
 

Overall, South Bucks has very few areas of deprivation, but where they do occur, they are severe. 
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KEY FACTORS SOUTH BUCKS DISTRICT 

In the overall IMD 2010 results, four lower super output areas (LSOAs) in South Bucks fell within 
the 41% to 50% most deprived areas in England. These are one of two LSOAs in Denham south 
ward, one of two LSOAs in Wexham and Iver west ward, one of three LSOAs in Burnham Lent 
Rise ward and one of three LSOAs in Burnham Church ward. None fell within the 40% most 
deprived areas and 11 out of the total of 40 LSOAs fell within the 10% least deprived areas 
 

OBESITY 64.5% of adults are overweight/obese (higher than regional (63.1%) and national (63.8%) 
averages 
14.3% of children are obese/overweight, lower than regional (16.4%) and national (19.1%). 
 

HEALTH COST OF INACTIVITY £1,555,281 per 1000 people, lower than regional and national averages. 
 

HEALTH ISSUES Main health issues are cancer, coronary heart disease and diabetes. 
 
A key challenge for health and wellbeing is to ensure that the bene fits of good health are shared 
equally. Health inequalities need to be addressed to improve people’s health and reduce the gap 
in life-expectancy between the most and least disadvantaged communities. 
 
In South Bucks most deprived areas, life expectancy for women is 6 years less and for men it is 
7.1 years less than the least deprived communities. 
 

 

SOUTH BUCKS 
 

3.4 Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan 2014 – 2036 Regulation 18 & Issues and Options Public Consultation January/March 2016 Development Needs in 
Chiltern and South Bucks Districts to 2036. 

 

3.5 Chiltern District Council (CDC) and South Bucks District Council (SBDC) are preparing a joint Local Plan. The Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan will 
review both councils’ current planning policies and seek to meet their collective development needs through a new Local Plan to cover the period up to 
2036.  
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3.6 The starting point for the new Joint Local Plan is the establishment of development needs within the plan area, essentially for, but not limited to housing 
through an Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN) in a defined Housing Market Area (HMA) and land for businesses/jobs through a Functional 
Economic Market Assessment (FEMA).  

 

3.7 Housing and economic needs should be considered across established market areas and not just for individual plan areas. The councils separately and 
in conjunction with the other districts in Buckinghamshire commissioned a number of studies to establish the market areas for plan-making purposes 
and to undertake Housing and Economic Development Needs Assessments (HEDNA) for those market areas.  

 

3.8 The conclusion from these studies are that:  
 

a) South Bucks District falls partly within a Central Buckinghamshire housing and economic market area comprising Chiltern, Wycombe 
and part of Aylesbury Vale and partly within a Berkshire housing and economic market area with the Royal District of Windsor and 
Maidenhead, Slough, Reading, Bracknell Forest, Wokingham and West Berkshire.  

 

b) There are strong market relationships between Chiltern, South Bucks and London, however given that London has a different plan-
making arrangement and its housing and economic market area is defined as Greater London the strongest market relationships outside 
of London need to be considered.  

 

c) There are no significant market relationships between South Bucks and Hertfordshire.  
 

d) In defining housing and economic market areas for plan-making purposes it is appropriate to consider a ‘best fit’ approach. The ‘best fit’ 
for a Chiltern and South Bucks Local Plan is a Buckinghamshire Housing Market Area (HMA), and Functional Economic Market Area 
(FEMA) comprising Chiltern, South Bucks, Wycombe and Aylesbury Vale districts.  

 

e) The Berkshire housing and economic market areas under a ‘best fit’ approach are considered to comprise all six of the Berkshire 
authorities within single market areas. The Berkshire authorities are undertaking their own studies which may come to a different 
conclusion; for example, they may conclude there are two housing market areas where an East Berkshire area may adjoin/partially 
overlap with South Bucks District. The councils will seek to address any differences through the Duty to Co-operate.  

 

3.9 It should be noted that the ‘best fit’ approach to defining market areas does not change the functional relationship between part of South Bucks and the 
Berkshire market area (or with London) where there is an overlap or functional relationship and there will remain important Duty to Co-operate 
relationships with Slough, Royal District of Windsor and Maidenhead, London District of Hillingdon and the Mayor of London.  
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3.10 The Buckinghamshire authorities are therefore working together to establish the development needs across the HMA/FEMA and within each plan area 
identified in a draft Buckinghamshire HEDNA. Prior to the publication of this draft HEDNA and prior to the councils’ decisions to prepare a joint local 
plan, Chiltern along with Aylesbury Vale and Wycombe published a draft Central Buckinghamshire HEDNA which has now been superseded by the draft 
Buckinghamshire HEDNA.  

 
3.11 The Buckinghamshire HEDNA is published as a draft document and will be updated at key stages. The draft HEDNA has identified the following main 

development needs:  
 

 South Bucks District 7,800 new houses 
 

 Chiltern District 7,300 new houses (district is immediately adjacent to South Bucks) 
 

SPATIAL STRATEGY OPTIONS 
 
3.12 South Bucks: The Consultation sought views on the following Spatial Strategy options:  
 

a) Making more efficient use of land within built-up areas  
 
b) Urban extensions to main settlements (Beaconsfield, Gerrards Cross and Burnham)  
 
c) Urban extensions to the secondary settlements of Denham Green, Iver Heath, Stoke Poges, and Iver Village.  
 
d) Extensions to other settlements, including a review of settlements within the Green Belt  
 
e) Potential expansion of nearby settlements outside the District through the Duty to Co-operate.  
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3.13 The proposed new settlements are shown on the map below: 
 

Map 3.1: Proposed New Settlement Areas 
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A. Figures focus on housing  
 

It should be noted that the map focuses solely on the potential built-up area extensions for housing and does not include the employment 
areas of search.  

 
B. The table shows the impact when the suggested discounting is applied. The table below shows the cumulative total for each of the options A, 

B and C for the two Districts.  
 

HOUSING SOURCE ESTIMATED DWELLINGS ESTIMATE WITH DISCOUNT 

OPTION A - HELAA, NO GREEN BELT OPTIONS 2,261 1,357 

OPTION B - HELAA PLUS 50% GREEN BELT OPTIONS 15,236 10,665 

OPTION C - HELAA PLUS 100% GREEN BELT OPTIONS 28,235 20,329 
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Table 3.1: Local Policy Context 

POLICY / STRATEGY / OTHER 

RELEVANT FACTORS 
SOUTH BUCKS  

SOUTH BUCKS AND CHILTON 

JOINT COUNCIL STRATEGY  
South Bucks Priorities, goals and promises 2015 - 2020  
 

We will strive to conserve the environment and promote sustainability  
 

We will work towards safer and healthier local communities  
 

We will deliver cost- effective, customer- focused services  
 
The shared three headline objectives are: 
  
1. Delivering cost- effective, customer- focused services  
 

2. Working towards safe and healthier local communities  
 

3. Striving to conserve the environment and promote sustainability  
 

Sustainable Community 
Strategy (November 2013) 

This sets out the way forward for Chiltern and South Bucks to 2026. All public bodies in the districts, together with the 
voluntary, community and business sector representatives, have collectively agreed to work together to deliver this 
Strategy. The five themes for delivery of the SCS are as follows:  
 

1. Thriving Economy (led by the Thames Valley and Buckinghamshire Local Enterprise Partnership for the JSP)  
 

2. Sustainable Environment (led by the Councils for the JSP)  
 

3. Safe Communities (led by Thames Valley Police for the JSP)  
 

4. Health and Wellbeing (led by the Chiltern Clinical Commissioning Group for the JSP)  
 

5. Cohesive and Strong Communities (led by Community Impact Bucks for the JSP) 
 

JOINT BUSINESS PLAN 2016- 
2020 CHILTERN DISTRICT 

Vision for the Chiltern and South Bucks areas by 2026 to be places with a range of improvements and services. Those 
most relevant to this Strategy are: 
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POLICY / STRATEGY / OTHER 

RELEVANT FACTORS 
SOUTH BUCKS  

COUNCIL AND  
SOUTH BUCKS DISTRICT 

COUNCIL  
 

 

 Beautiful, green countryside, high quality open spaces, attractive, distinctive and vibrant towns and villages, 
where our heritage is protected and improved;  

 

 Wide ranges of accessible leisure opportunities;  
 

 Good health enjoyed by all, including those in deprived groups, where people take responsibility for their own 
well-being by making healthy lifestyle choices;  

 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE’S UPDATED 

JOINT STRATEGIC NEEDS 

ASSESSMENT (JSNA) 2012/13 

Provides an updated picture of needs in Buckinghamshire and describes whether these needs are being met, with strategic 
recommendations for consideration over the next three years. Important health and wellbeing needs are identified for 
people at different stages of life.  
 

Key facts relevant to this Strategy 
 

 The total population of Buckinghamshire as recorded by the census increased by 5.5% over the last ten years 
(26,300 people).  

 

 The age profile for the county is similar to the national average at most ages.  
 

 The number of births increased over the last ten years. The birth rate among women of child bearing age is 
higher in the most deprived quintile of Buckinghamshire.  

 

 Buckinghamshire has an ageing population and a greater proportion of the population will be aged 65+ and 
85+ in the future. These increased numbers of older people will need tailored support to help them live as 
independently as possible, for a long as possible  

 

 The population is becoming more ethnically diverse.  
 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE HEALTH 

AND WELLBEING STRATEGY 

2013-16 

Our Vision: Promoting healthier lives for everyone in Buckinghamshire  
 

The Strategy prioritises every child having the best start in life. Key priorities are: 
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POLICY / STRATEGY / OTHER 

RELEVANT FACTORS 
SOUTH BUCKS  

  
  

 

 To ensure that every child has the best opportunity to fulfil their potential, 
 

 To increase the number of people living healthy lives,  
 

 To maximise people’s chances to fulfil their potential, 
 

 To help people live the longest and healthiest life that they can. 
 

SOUTH BUCKS HEALTH PROFILE 

2015 
Health in summary Population: 68,000 
 

Deprivation is lower than average, however about 8.7% (1,100) children live in poverty. Life expectancy for both men and 
women is higher than the England average. 
 

Living longer =  

 Life expectancy is 5.8 years lower for men in the most deprived areas of South Bucks than in the least deprived areas. 
 

Child health 

 In Year 6, 14.3% (83) of children are classified as obese, better than the average for England. The rate of alcohol 
specific hospital stays among those under 18 was 25.2*. This represents 3 stays per year. Levels of GCSE attainment, 
breastfeeding and smoking at time of delivery are better than the England average. 

 

Adult health 

 In 2012, 20.4% of adults are classified as obese.  

 The rate of alcohol related harm hospital stays was 450*, better than the average for England. This represents 305 
stays per year.  

 The rate of self-harm hospital stays was 122.3*, better than the average for England. This represents 79 stays per 
year.  

 The rate of smoking related deaths was 208*, better than the average for England. This represents 90 deaths per year.  

 Estimated levels of adult physical activity are better than the England average.  

 The rate of people killed and seriously injured on roads is worse than average. The rate of sexually transmitted 
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POLICY / STRATEGY / OTHER 

RELEVANT FACTORS 
SOUTH BUCKS  

infections is better than average.  

 Rates of statutory homelessness, violent crime, long term unemployment, drug misuse, early deaths from 
cardiovascular diseases and early deaths from cancer are better than average. 

 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 
CHILDREN AND YOUNG 

PEOPLE’S PLAN 
2014 TO 2018 
 

Buckinghamshire Children and Young People’s Partnership Vision:  
 

‘Children and young people are healthy and safe, feel valued and value others, are treated fairly, have lives filled 
with learning, achieve their potential and are able to enjoy life and spend quality time with family and friends.’ 
 

The Buckinghamshire Children and Young People’s Partnership  

 The Children and Young People’s Partnership is the strategic group responsible for bringing a broad range of 
organisations together so that they communicate effectively, jointly plan, deliver and improve services for children, 
young people and families in Buckinghamshire. 

 

The Children and Young People’s Plan identifies the priorities of the Children and Young People’s Partnership which are 
delivered by a range of partner organisations. The Plan will deliver the following outcomes for children, young people and 
families: 
 

1. Children and young people are safe. 
 

2. Children and young people live fulfilling lives. 
 

3. Children and young people are healthy. 
 

4. Children and young people reach their potential in education and in other aspects of their lives. 
 

5. Children, young people and families are resilient and build their own solutions – this connects with all four of 
the below priorities. 

 

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE & MILTON 

KEYNES 
“Our 2015 - 2018 strategy focuses on strengthening partnerships, creating opportunities and removing barriers to help 
50,000 more people benefit from sport and physical activity in Buckinghamshire and Milton Keynes; simply put ‘getting 
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POLICY / STRATEGY / OTHER 

RELEVANT FACTORS 
SOUTH BUCKS  

SPORT & ACTIVITY 

PARTNERSHIP 2015 - 2018 
 

more people active for life.” 
 

Strategic Aims - This framework is underpinned by the values identified and agreed by the Buckinghamshire & Milton 
Keynes Sport and Activity Board.  
Committed to making a difference Supporting, challenging and inspiring people to improve their lives through sport and 
physical activity.  
 
Working in partnership We respect and rely on one another and all of our partners to help achieve our vision. We enjoy 
working together and celebrating our achievements.  
 
Excellence Delivering above the expected, and using all our resources efficiently to achieve high and consistent 
standards.  
 
Embracing innovation and being creative We think differently and strive to apply innovative thinking and creativity to 
everything we do. Sport and physical activity are recognised as catalysts for change. For individuals, they are viewed as a 
way for people to have fun, and to stay fit and healthy; whilst for communities, sport and physical activity play a significant 
role in building safer, stronger and sustainable communities whilst adding to economic vitality.  
 

Outcome 1: Creating a pathway to an active life for children & young people 
 

Outcome 2: Closing the gap to increase physical activity and reduce physical inactivity in adults. 
 
Outcome 3: Developing an excellent community sport delivery system 
 
Outcome 4: Paralympic Legacy - Creating lasting opportunities in disability sport 
 
Outcome 5: Diversifying our revenue streams to reduce our reliance on Sport England funding 
 
Outcome 6: Supporting and delivering a legacy from major sporting events 

LOCAL AREA FORUM RECOMMENDATIONS’ ACTIVE BUCKS  
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3.14 The Active Bucks project aspires to get everyone to become more active, more often. Funding is being allocated to each of Buckinghamshire's 19 local 

areas to support the development of new activities. These activities may include weekly community group walks or yoga sessions in a local park. 
 
3.15 The Active Bucks resident survey was carried out in the summer of 2015. The recommendations are to support the decisions around the type of physical 

activity interventions that should be developed to target groups with the greatest needs. The outcomes of the surveys for the wards in South Bucks are 
summarised in Appendix 12. 

 

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE 
 

3.16 The demographic profile of South Bucks, the future growth projections and the locations of growth are important to understand in planning for the future 
provision of sports facilities. 

 
3.17 The demographic profile of South Bucks, current and future, is summarised in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3: South Bucks - Population by age 2016 and 2036 (1000’s) 

 
Source: Population Information Supplied by ONS 2014 population projections 
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3.18 SBDC supplied the following additional population data, which provides the basis for all calculation of future need. An assumption of a population 
increase of 15,200 by 2036 is used. 

 
Table 3.4: Summary of Population Increase- South Bucks   

 
Source ONS, SBDC 
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3.19 ONS forecast that the population of South Bucks will increase by 22.6% to 2036, against an overall England increase of 16.21%.   
 
3.20 The largest increase is in the 65+ age group, forecast to increase by 72.8% (9,900), against 65% for all of England. The largest percentage increase 

within that group is in the 85+ age group across South Bucks and England, with the numbers of over ninety- year olds expected to more than double to 

2,000 in South Bucks.   
 

3.21 All age groups are expected to increase, under 20’s by 2,300, 20 to 65 year olds by 2,800, and 65+ by 9,900.   
 

3.22 The movement by component is estimated to be almost all due to net migration.   
 
3.23 International (all except UK movement) and cross border migration (movement within the UK) are both estimated to have slightly higher numbers going 

out of the area than coming in, with the majority of the increase in numbers due to internal migration from other parts of England.  This compares to 

England increases of around 7% due to international migration with the rest due to a higher birth than death rate.   
 

3.24 The increase in population (15,200) as a result of 7,800 new homes by 2036 will increase demand for community facilities, including sports facilities. 
Highest levels of demand are likely to be in the proposed new settlement areas – Gerrards Cross, Denham, Iver Heath, Iver, Middle Green, Richins 
Park, Stoke Poges, Taplow, Farnham Common, and Beaconsfield (locations of proposed new settlements are shown in Section 3, Map 3.1. However, 
given that the District is relatively small, increased demand for community facility provision as a result of population growth will need to be addressed 
across the area. 

 
3.25 It is particularly important that there is increased access to opportunities for physical activity at local level, so it is easy for residents, particularly those 

who are currently inactive, and those without access to private transport, to participate, and become physically active. This is very important given the 
small, but severe areas of deprivation in the District. 
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND PARTICIPATION 
 

THE VALUE OF PARTICIPATION 
 
3.26 The value of participation in sport and physical activity is significant, and its contribution to individual and community quality of life should not be under-

estimated. This is true for both younger and older people; participation in sport and physical activity delivers: 
 

 Opportunities for physical activity, and therefore more ‘active living’ 
 

 Health benefits - cardio-vascular, stronger bones, increased mobility  
 

 Health improvement 
 

 Mental health benefits 
 

 Social benefits – socialisation, communication, interaction, regular contact, stimulation 
 
3.27 In addition, participation in sport and physical activity can facilitate the learning of new skills, development of individual and team ability/performance, 

and provide a ‘disciplined’ environment in which participants can ‘grow’ and develop. 
 
3.28 The benefits of regular and active participation in sport and physical activity will be important to promote in relation to future provision of sport, leisure 

and physical activity in South Bucks;  
 

SOUTH BUCKS - CURRENT PARTICIPATION RATES Active People Survey 9 results (16+)  

 

OCTOBER 2014 – SEPTEMBER 2015 SOUTH BUCKS 1. 1 X 30 INDICATOR, 16+  
 
3.29 The ‘1 x 30’ indicator is the key measure of sports participation. It is defined as the percentage of the adult population participating in sport, of at least 

moderate intensity, for at least 30 minutes, on at least four days in the last four weeks (equivalent to 30 minutes on one or more day a week).  
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SUMMARY 
 

NATIONAL PICTURE  
Figure 3.1 % of the Adult Population participating in at least 30 minutes Sport on one or more 

days per week 

 
3.30 Nationally the results show that participation has recovered from 

the dip reported in the Active Peoples Survey (APS)8/9 interim 
results 6 months ago and show that 245,200 more people are 
playing sport once a week than 6 months ago. The increase is 
caused by the increase in population as the percentage has 
remained constant.  

 

LEAP AREA  
 

3.31 Locally the picture does not mirror the national trend. Whilst 
participation is still above the national reported rate, and indicates 
a slight upward trend; there has been a decrease in 4.9% 
between APS8 and APS9. This means that the Leap 
geographical areas of Buckinghamshire and Milton Keynes, join a 
handful of other CSPs in no longer showing a significant increase 
in participation in 30 minutes of sport a week since the survey’s 
first dataset in 2005. It will however require further datasets to 
determine if this is a dip in participation or a new trend forming in 
participation in 30 minutes of sport a week for 16+.  

 

SOUTH BUCKS  
 

3.32 Like the Leap area, South Buck’s participation is above the 
national average, but does not show a significant increase since 
APS1. There is decrease in participation between APS8 and 
APS9, however it will take several further survey periods to 
determine whether this is a dip or a new trend forming. Although 
not significant, there is a slight upward trend in participation.   
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3.24 The APS 10 (April 2014- March 2016) identifies that adult i.e. 16+ participation in sport and active recreation has increased to 27.7%. Adult participation 
(14+) in 30 minutes of moderate intensity sport is 43.5% (APS10). 
 

3.33 In terms of the Public Health England definition for physical activity (150 minutes or equivalent of at least moderate intensity activity per week), 58.9% of 
adults aged 16+years are classed as being active, just lower than the regional (59%) and the national (57% averages. 

 
3.34 The Sport England Active People Survey (APS) shows a stable level of participation in the first 4 years of APS for once a week participation in sport for 

adults age 16+ years. Participation levels then increased and decreased until the peak of 48.2% in 2013/14. Participation levels reduced to 41.6% in 
2014/15. 

 
3.35 Throughout the ten-year APS period South Bucks participation rates have been above both the regional and national averages. The latest APS 10 Q2 

(April 2015 – March 2016) show participation in sport once a week (for those aged 14+) as 43.5% which is an increase from 43.2% in APS 9. The APS 9 
2014/15 (Q2) participation level was 43.2% compared with 38.7% for the region and 36.7% nationally. The graph illustrates the trend in participation. 
N.B Data is sourced below from the APS surveys (Sport England website, and the Local Sports Profile (2016). 

 
Figure 3.2: Current participation Rates 16+ 

 
Source: Sport England Local Sports Profile 
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3.36 Comparing the 2005/06 to the current 2014/15 APS figures (adults 16+ at least once a week) participation by men has increased from 45.3% to 51.1%, 
whilst there has been a decrease in female participation from 36.8% to 33.1%. Male participation levels are above both regional and national averages. 
Female participation levels are now just lower than the south east average, but higher than the national average. 

 
3.37 Club membership has grown to 27.5% and is above the regional and national averages. Data sets for tuition and coaching and organised competition 

are not available in APS 9. 
 
3.38 Satisfaction levels with local sports provision has declined to 60.7% and remains below regional and national averages. 
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3.39 Sport England, the Government’s agency for sport, measure 5 key areas in relation to sport activity. Table 3.5 sets out the performance of South Bucks, 
compared with the South East Region and England to illustrate the key facts about participation in sport and physical activity in the District. 

 
Table 3.5: Comparison with Sport England KPIs  

KPI1 3 X 30 – 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

PER WEEK 9 ADULTS 

16+) 

YEAR 
SOUTH BUCKS SOUTH EAST ENGLAND 

ALL MALE FEMALE ALL MALE FEMALE ALL MALE FEMALE 

2005/06 24.3% 25.5% 23.3% 22.9% 25.4% 20.6% 21.3% 24% 18.7% 

2014/15 27.4% 28.2% 26.6% 24.6% 26.6% 22.6% 23.3% 26.2% 20.6% 
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KPI2 * - VOLUNTEERING AT LEAST 

ONE HOUR A WEEK 
 

16.1 % 
(2010/12) 

 

15.1 % 
(2012/14) 

16.5 % 
(2013/15) 

14.9 % 13.2 % 14.2 % 14.2 % 13.6 % 14.0 % 12.0 % 12.5 % 

KPI3 - CLUB MEMBERSHIP IN THE 

LAST 4 WEEKS 
26.1 % 25.5 % 31.2 % 27.5 % 25.5 % 24.3 % 24.2 % 23.7 % 22.8 % 21.0 % 21.6 % 21.8 % 

KPI4 - RECEIVED TUITION / 
COACHING IN LAST 12 MONTHS 

18.5 % 20.4 % 27.2 % 16.6 % 18.7 % 18.1 % 19.0 % 18.0 % 16.8 % 15.8 % 16.4 % 15.6 % 

KPI5 - TOOK PART IN ORGANISED 

COMPETITION IN LAST 12 MONTHS 
19.3% 14.6% 15.6% 19.8% 15.6 % 14.2 % 15.0 % 14.7 % 14.4 % 11.2 % 13.3 % 13.3 % 

KPI6 - SATISFACTION WITH LOCAL 

PROVISION 
 61.7 % 59.6% 60.7%  63.7% 63.8% 63.6%  60.3 % 61.6 % 61.8 % 

Source: Active People Survey, Year: 2011/12-2014/15, Measure: Key Performance Indicators 3, 4, 5, 6 KPI6 was not measured in APS6 
* Data unavailable, question not asked or insufficient sample size 
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3.40 Based on Table 3.5 South Bucks is performing above the regional and national KPI’s averages. The latest 2015/2016 APS 10 (April 2015-March 2016) 
survey shows that the participation rate for KPI1 3 X 30 is 27.7%, a slight increase on the level in 2014/2015. There are opportunities to develop sport 
and physical activity services to continue to deliver increased participation levels. 

 

MARKET SEGMENTATION  
 

SOUTH BUCKS  
 

3.41 The Market Segmentation analysis for South Bucks identifies that the dominant segments are Tim, Ralph and Phyllis, and Chloe. 
 

Table 3.6: Market Segmentation Summary – Dominant Segments South Bucks 

MARKET 

SEGMENT AND 

NUMBER 
SEGMENT NAME DESCRIPTION 

TOP PARTICIPATION SPORTS 

NATIONALLY 

SOUTH BUCKS 

NUMBER RATE 

TIM (6) Setting down 
males  

Sporty male professionals (aged 26-45), buying a 
house and settling down with partner. 
 

Football, Cricket, Keep fit/gym, 
Athletics 

7648 15.2 % 

RALPH & 

PHYLLIS (17) 
Comfortable 
retired couples 

Ralph and Phyllis are in their late 60s and have been 
retired for some time now. Their children are grown 
up and have moved out of the family home. Ralph 
was a successful banker, enabling them to retire 
early. They’ve downsized recently, benefiting from 
Ralph’s investment portfolio and comfortable private 
pension. 
 

Keep fit/gym, Swimming, 
Golf 
 

5998 11.9 % 

CHLOE (3) Fitness class 
friends  

Chloe is 23 and works in HR for a large firm. She 
shares a house with ex-university friends who are 
also on graduate schemes. Without the pressures of 
family or a mortgage, Chloe isn’t worried about her 
student loan, she likes to spend her income on 
clothes, nights out and holidays with friends. 

Keep fit/gym, Swimming, 
Athletics 

5270 10.4 % 

Source: Sport England, 2010, Measure: Sport Market Segmentation  
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Figure 3.4: Population of all Segments within the Catchment Area 

 
3.42 The dominant market segments in the District are most likely to participate in keep fit, swimming, gym, football, golf, cricket, and athletics, so there is a 

need to ensure these activities are appropriately provided for at local level. 
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 EXISTING FACILITY PROVISION 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

4.1 The current level and nature of facility provision in South Bucks District has been assessed on the basis of the overall council area. The assessment 
also takes into account the provision of facilities in neighbouring local authorities and specifically Chiltern District. 

 

SUPPLY OF SPORT AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES IN SOUTH BUCKS  
 
4.2 Table 4.1 summarises the overall existing provision of indoor sports facilities across South Bucks: 
 

Table 4.1: Existing Indoor Sports Facilities –South Bucks  

FACILITIES SOUTH BUCKS 

Health & Fitness Suite 11 

Studio 11 

Indoor Bowls 0 

Sports Hall / Activity Hall 17 

Squash Courts 12 

Swimming Pool 11 

Indoor Tennis Centre 2 

TOTAL  

N.B Outdoor facilities are covered in the 2016 South Bucks Playing Pitch Strategy  
 
4.3 In addition to the above, Dorney Lakes, one of the main venues for the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games (Eton-Dorney), is located in the 

District, but is not part of the scope of this Facilities Strategy. 
 

4.4 Based on the Active Places database, and the local sports profile data (Sport England), the maps used in the following facility assessments show the 
extent of existing sport and leisure built facility provision in South Bucks. 

 
4.5 Active Places allows sports facilities in an area to be identified. Nationally, it contains information regarding 50,000 facilities, across eleven facility types.  
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4.6 Users of sport and recreation facilities do not recognise administrative boundaries and will use facilities that are convenient and/or provide a 
quality/value for money experience. Ownership and management are, in this context, a minor consideration for most users.  

 
4.7 There are no athletics tracks, indoor bowls centres, purpose built gymnastics facilities, nor ice rinks in the District. 
 
4.8 The availability of facilities in neighbouring areas can and does influence sports facility usage patterns. 
 

CATCHMENT AREAS 
 
4.9 Catchment areas for different types of provision provide a means of identifying areas currently not served by existing indoor sports facilities. It is 

however, recognised that catchment areas vary from person to person, day to day, hour to hour, and is also very different in rural and urban areas. This 
problem is overcome by accepting the concept of ‘effective catchment’, defined as the distance travelled by around 75-80% of users. The Maps in 
Section 3 demonstrate catchment areas for facility provision in South Bucks, based on this approach. 

 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
 
4.10 Car ownership in South Bucks is well above with the regional and national average with nearly 90% owning at least one car. This reflects the relative 

affluence and mobility within the area; residents travel on a daily basis for employment, education, retail, leisure and recreation. 
 
4.11 The Local Plan supports sustainable travel and aims to reduce the need to travel wherever possible. Where travel is necessary it should be easy for 

people to move between home, work, health, community and leisure facilities by walking, cycling or where necessary using public transport. It is 
however recognised that in more rural areas this can present a greater challenge than in more urban communities. 

 
4.12 This approach is clearly supported in Local Plan policy, which positively supports the development of additional opportunities for walking and cycling 

(within existing communities and those that will be developed), both on an informal basis, for example, new routes connecting to existing networks, and 
as a means of accessing community facilities, and thereby reducing the number of car journeys and contributing to South Bucks’s health and wellbeing 
agenda. 

 

ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING SPORTS FACILITY PROVISION IN SOUTH BUCKS 
 
4.13 The range of facilities in South Bucks are summarised below. These have been assessed separately to provide a more detailed picture of the current 

supply and demand and importantly future need. 
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4.14 The facility types assessed are: 
 

 Sports Halls 
 

 Health and Fitness 

 Swimming Pools 
 

 Squash Courts 

 Indoor Bowls 
 

 Gymnastics/trampolining facilities 

 Golf courses/driving ranges 
 

 Cycling 

 

4.15 The quality assessments of SBDC facilities, managed by GLL are summarised in Table 4.3. They will also be referenced in subsequent sections as they 
clearly impact on sports halls, swimming pools, health and fitness, golf etc. The quality audits comprise of an independent visual assessment of the 
quality and condition of facilities; results are recorded on the ANOG assessment sheet, developed by Sport England. Details of the audits undertaken 
are included in Appendix 2. 

 

4.16 The audit scores are based on a numerical value, detailed on each assessment sheet, as follows: 
 

Table 4.2: Audit Scoring System 

KEY RATING 

>80% Excellent 

60% - 80% Good 

40% - 59% Average 

20%-39% Poor 

<20% Very Poor 

 
4.17 A facility scoring highly in terms of visual quality and condition is likely to require less investment than one which is in a poorer visual condition. The 

combination of the scores results in the facility rating, and identification of investment need (significant, moderate etc.). 
 

4.18 A facility scoring highly in terms of visual quality and condition is likely to require less investment than one which is in a poorer visual condition. The 
combination of the scores results in the facility rating, and identification of investment need (significant, moderate etc.).  
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Table 4.3: Summary of SBDC Facilities – Quality Audits 

FACILITY QUANTITATIVE AUDIT SCORE % QUALITATIVE AUDIT SCORE NEED FOR INVESTMENT 

SBDC - LEISURE CENTRES 

The Beacon Centre 
79% Good Moderate; predominantly in area of 

theatre and sports hall  

Evreham Centre 78% Good Moderate 

SBDC - GOLF COURSES 

South Buckinghamshire Golf 
Course 

89% Excellent  

 

4.19 The two SBDC leisure centres facilities achieve a score of good, at the higher end of the range. Both facilities would benefit from visual enhancement to 
the exterior, but are well-maintained and have had investment in fitness facilities. 

 
4.20 South Buckinghamshire Golf Club is rated as excellent. The facility is modern, well-appointed and equipped and the course is in very good condition. 

Further investment is planned at the facility, e.g. putting green, practice areas. The car parking area would benefit from extension and re-planning if 
possible. 
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SPORTS HALLS 
 

EXISTING PROVISION - SUPPLY 
 
4.21 Indoor multi-sports halls are defined as areas where a range of sport and recreational activities are carried out. They are at least 10m x 18m (e.g., the 

size of one badminton court including surrounding safety area) and include specifically designed venues such as leisure centres and school sports halls. 
The definition also applies to halls where activities can take place, such as school assembly halls, community buildings and community centres (the 
main ones are included in the table below). Specialist centres, e.g. dance centres, are not included. 1 badminton court halls are only included as 
facilities where they are provided on the same site as a minimum 3 badminton court sports hall.  

 
4.22 Strategic sized sports halls are a minimum of 3 badminton courts. 
 

SPORTS HALL SUPPLY IN SOUTH BUCKS 
 

4.23 The supply analysis identifies that South Bucks has a total of 19 halls (sports halls/activity halls) across 15 sites (Active Places January 2016). There 
are 8 strategic size (minimum 3 badminton court size sports halls) across 7 sites, all of which are community accessible facilities. Map 4.1 shows the 
overall hall supply in the District, with the green dots highlighting which are available for community use. 
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Map 4.1: Sports Halls in South Bucks 
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4.24 The community accessible sports halls are, in the main, located on education sites (5 of the 7). Two sports halls are operated on behalf of the local 
authority by GLL. 

 
4.25 The SE Local Sports Profile (February 2016) states that 70% of sports halls in South Bucks District are located on school sites. Given that all facilities 

on school sites have restricted access, and particularly those without formal community use agreements (CUAs), there are implications for wider 
community access, and therefore participation levels.  
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4.26 The analysis of the overall hall supply in South Bucks is as follows: 
 

Table 4.4: Supply of Sports Halls in South Bucks District 

 
BADMINTON 

COURTS 
OWNERSHIP TYPE MANAGEMENT TYPE 

YEAR 

BUILT 
YEAR 

REFURBISHED 

SPORTS HALLS 

BEACONSFIELD HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS FACILITIES 4 Academy School/College/University 2005 No 

BURNHAM PARK ACADEMY 4     

CALDICOTT PREPARATORY SCHOOL 3 Other Independent School 
Commercial 
Management 

1985 1999 

DAVENIES SCHOOL 4 Other Independent School School/College/University 2004 No 

EVREHAM SPORTS CENTRE 3 Local Authority Trust 1994 2011 

ST MARY’S SCHOOL 4 Other Independent School School/College/University 2009 No 

TEIKYO SCHOOL 4 Other Independent School School/College/University 1994 No 

THE BEACON SPORTS CENTRE AND THEATRE 4 Local Authority Trust 1995 No 

THE BEACONSFIELD SCHOOL 4 Academy School/College/University 2006 No 

TOTAL SPORTS HALL BADMINTON COURTS 34     

ACTIVITY HALLS 

ARBOUR VALE SPECIALIST SPORTS COLLEGE 2 Community Special School Local Authority 2007 No 

BEACONSFIELD HIGH SCHOOL SPORTS FACILITIES 1 Academy School/College/University 1967 2005 

BURNHAM GRAMMAR SCHOOL 1 Academy School/College/University 1961 No 

DENHAM VILLAGE HALL 1 Community Organisation Community Organisation N/A No 

HIGHER DENHAM COMMUNITY HALL 0 Community Organisation Community Organisation N/A Not Known 

HOLTSPUR SCOUT HUT 0     

ST MARY’S SCHOOL 1 Other Independent School School/College/University 2000 No 

ST MARY’S SCHOOL 1 Other Independent School School/College/University 1980 No 

STOKE POGES VILLAGE CENTRE 1 Local Authority Community Organisation 1919 1999 

THE BEACONSFIELD SCHOOL 1 Academy School/College/University 1955 No 

TOTAL ACTIVITY HALL BADMINTON COURTS 9     
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4.27 In summary, the supply of Sports Halls is: 
 

Table 4.5: Summary of Sports Hall Supply 

TOTAL BADMINTON COURTS 34 

TOTAL SPORTS HALLS 9 

TOTAL COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE 3+ COURTS SPORTS HALLS 7 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE 3 COURT 1 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE 4 COURT 6 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE 5 COURT 0 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE 6 COURT 0 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE 8 COURT 0 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE 10 COURT  0 

TOTAL ACTIVITY HALLS 2 COURTS OR LESS 9 
 

4.28 Of the 9 sports halls, 7 are community accessible. St Mary’s School and Caldicott Preparatory School do not provide for community access. 
 

4.29 All community accessible sports halls are 4 courts in size, except for Evreham Sports Centre. There are no 6 or 8 court sports halls in the District. 
 

4.30 There are an additional 9 badminton courts (marked out) in the activity halls in the District. 
 

EXISTING SUPPLY – QUALITY 
 

4.31 Detailed quality assessments have been undertaken on all SBDC facilities. These are provided in Appendix 2 and summarised in Table 4.3 above. 
 
4.32 SBDC currently provides two sports hall; that at the Beacon Sports Centre and Theatre is 4 court in size. It was built in 1995, so is 21 years old. It has 

not yet been refurbished, but has had investment in the roof and interior lights. The sports hall is I reasonable condition. 
 
4.33 Evreham Sports Centre was built in 1994 and refurbished in 2011. It is in good condition and provides 3 courts. 
 

EXISTING SUPPLY – ACCESSIBILITY 
 

4.34 Map 4.2 shows the distribution of the existing community accessible sports halls in the District, and 20-minute drive time catchment areas. 
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Map 4.2: Community Accessible Sports Halls in South Bucks 
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4.35 Map 4.2 illustrates that the majority of the District is within the catchment area (20-minute drive time) of a community accessible, and strategic size 
sports hall. The exceptions are the north east of the District, the south and south west, along the boundary with Slough.  

 
4.36 All but two sports halls are on education sites, so daytime access is limited. Of these education sites, all 5 offer community use; of these 5 schools, only 

Burnham Park Academy offers pay and play community access, the rest offer usage for sports clubs. The only SBDC sports halls offering community 
pay and play usage are Evreham Sports Centre and the Beacon Sports Centre and Theatre, (only the latter is a 4 court sports hall).  

 
4.37 There are therefore two 4 badminton court sports halls in the District (the Beacon Sports Centre and Theatre and Burnham Park Academy) offering 

community pay and play access, and one 3 badminton court sports hall (Evreham Sports Centre). 
 
4.38 There are no formal CUAs covering the existing sports halls on education sites. 
 
4.39 Given the relatively low levels of deprivation in the District, residents are able to travel to neighboring facilities. There are sports hall facilities over the 

District boundary in Slough, and LB Hillingdon which may be accessible to South Bucks District communities. South Bucks has a relatively high level of 
participation overall, at 43.5% (participation once a week in sport for adults over 14, APS 10 Q2), which suggests that residents are able to access 
provision both in and outside the District. 

 
4.40 There are some more deprived areas within the District e.g. some wards in Denham, Iver, Burnham and Wexham and it is important to ensure that 

facilities are accessible and able to provide a range of opportunities for participation in order to assist in addressing key priorities in the District. 
 

SPORT ENGLAND FACILITY PLANNING MODEL (FPM) 
 

 
4.41 Strategic Leisure was provided with Sport England’s Facilities Planning Model National Run (May 2016 report, based on January 2016 National Run 

data) for sports hall provision in South Bucks. 
 

SOUTH BUCKS 
 
4.42 The Sport England FPM report sets out an assessment of the current situation regarding sports hall supply, based on a population of 239,391. The key 

findings are summarised below. The full report can be accessed at Appendix 4. This includes all details of the FPM parameters and 
assumptions/exclusions. 
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SUPPLY 
 
4.43 The Sport England Facilities Planning Model analysis for South Bucks identifies 8 sports halls across 7 sites in the District, plus 1 Activity Hall (the 

Beaconsfield School Sports facilities, counted because it is on the same site as a strategic size sports hall) with a total supply equivalent to 30 marked 
out courts. However, when the availability of sports hall space during the peak period is calculated, the number of courts actually available reduces 
significantly to 21.64 (This may not specifically relate to the number of courts available but reflects the space available in each hall and what this 
equates to in equivalent court space. The Sport England FPM model identifies peak time as follows for sports halls: Weekday: 9:00 to 10:00; 17:00 to 
22:00; Saturday: 09:30 to 17:00; Sunday: 09:00 to 14:30, 17:00 to 19:30; Total: 45.5 hours).  

 
4.44 The halls modelled are those identified as being accessible to the community on a ‘pay and play’ basis (see Table 4.6), and take into account court 

availability.  
 
4.45 There are 7 community accessible sports halls in the District (6 halls have 4 badminton courts, 1 has 3 badminton courts). 
 
4.46 South Bucks residents have a higher share of sports hall facilities in the District than the England average, and the same level as the South East 

average. South Bucks District also has a higher level of provision per 10,000 population at 4.30, than Chiltern (3.02), and Slough (3.13), the sale level of 
provision as Wycombe (4.30) and a lower level of sports hall provision than the Royal District of Windsor and Maidenhead (RBWM) (5.71). 

 

CURRENT DEMAND  
 
4.47 The Sport England Facilities Planning Model (FPM) analysis identifies that the 2016 population (69,782) generates a demand for 18.66 courts and 

4,075 visits per week during peak periods (vpwpp). (This is based on a comfort factor of 80%: above 80% usage a sports hall is too full to be used). 
Clearly, with current community accessible sports hall provision at 21.64 courts there is a current over-supply of sports halls in the District of around 
2.98 courts. This equates to just under 1 sports hall, with 4 courts. 

 
4.48 Although there is an over-supply of courts in the District, it is also important to understand the potential capacity level in sports halls in neighbouring 

areas. There is a surplus of 22.75 courts in RBWM, and 7.40 in Wycombe. There is an under supply of -10.78 courts in Slough and -2.27 in Chiltern.  
 
4.49 There is therefore less potential for South Bucks to use facilities in Slough and Chiltern, than in RBWM and in Wycombe. 
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4.50 Currently, 95.60% (3,894 vpwpp) of all demand for sports hall provision in the District is met; this is higher than the SE average (93.70), and the English 
average (90.50%). 63.10% of all satisfied vpwpp (i.e. the 37.20% of the demand met in the District) is imported into the District, which is significantly 
higher than all the District’s nearest neighbours, the SE (3.30%) and England averages (0.10%), and unusual, given the limited number of sports halls in 
South Bucks. Of the demand retained in the District, 37.20% of this, or 1,449 vpwpp is met. Exported demand equates to 2,446 vpwpp, or 62.80% of 
demand; this is an extremely high figure, above the averages of all neighbouring local authorities, the SE and England. This reflects the fact that of the 
sports halls provided, the minority actually offer pay and play community access. 

 
4.51 The percentage of demand satisfied by car users (88.56%) is higher than the England average (74.53%) and the SE average (80.28%), and all 

surrounding local authorities except Chiltern which is 89.46. This reflects that the District has high levels of car ownership.  
 
4.52 Only 9.30% of South Bucks residents do not have access to a car; this figure is reflected in the high levels of use at facilities undertaken by car. 
 
4.53 4.40% of demand is unmet by the current provision of community accessible sports halls. This equates to 180 vpwpp, or 0.83 courts. This is a lower 

figure than all neighbouring local authorities.  
 
4.54 It is thought that this demand is unmet for two reasons; firstly, existing sports halls lack capacity (13.60% of demand cannot be met because existing 

sports halls lack capacity), and secondly, people live outside the catchment area of an existing sports hall (86.45%). 
 
4.55 Table 4.6 summarises the analysis described in paragraphs 4.43 – 4.54. 
 

Table 4.6: Summary of 2015 Supply and Demand Analysis 
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18.66 21.64 2.98 4,075 3,894 180 95.60% 4.40% 
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4.56 The existing sports hall stock with pay and play community access is sufficient to meet demand. The highest levels of unmet demand are in the central 
and eastern areas of the District, but overall the level of unsatisfied demand is extremely low. It is lower than the SE and England averages, as well as 
those in all neighbouring local authorities except RBWM which has a significant oversupply of courts. 

 
4.57 Although there are not a large number of community pay and play sports halls in the District, the population is exceptionally mobile, so is able to drive to 

alternative provision. It is the small number of people without cars, likely to be living in areas of deprivation who are the real concern, as they may not be 
able to access facilities, and therefore this impacts on ability to participate in sport and physical activity and therefore potentially, their health. 

 
4.58 The used capacity of the existing sports halls is interesting; the FPM reports the two SBDC facilities (Evreham and The Beacon) as very full at 100% 

and 78% respectively, as is Burnham Park Academy (83%). All these three facilities, the only ones to offer pay and play community access are 
operating at above, or close to the Sport England comfort factor of 80%. The capacity of the other sports halls is summarised below: 

 

 Beaconsfield High School Sports Facilities 46%   
 

 Teikyo School     60%   
 

 Burnham Park Academy    83%   
 

 The Beacon Sports Centre & Theatre   78%   
 

 Davenies School      55%   
 

 The Beaconsfield School   46%   
 

 Evreham Sports Centre    100%   
 

 

4.59 All other sites would appear to have significant capacity; these are the sports halls offering club use. 
 

4.60 In reality, the capacity at Evreham is significantly higher, as it is not used to 100%. A review of the bookings at Evreham Sports centre suggests that it is 
in fact only used for between 30%-40% of its capacity. 

 
4.61 Based on current demand, there is sufficient sports hall provision in the District, with a current over-supply of 2.98 courts. The lower level of actual use 

at Evreham is also likely to increase this level of over-supply. 
 
4.62 The increase in population (15,200) as a result of 7,800 new homes by 2036 will significantly increase demand for community facilities, including sports 

facilities. Highest levels of demand are likely to be in the proposed settlement areas shown on Map 3.1, but given the size of the District, it will need to 
be addressed across the area. 
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4.63 Evreham Sports Centre is covered by a Joint User Agreement, which ends in 2021, so the site will be then returned to the County Council. There is 
therefore a need to consider the future of the sports facilities on site. The existing GLL operational management contract is due to end in 2017, but this 
could be extended to 2021, to retain provision on-site, whilst replacement provision is developed. Evreham Sports Centre is not used to capacity, but 
the all-weather pitch on site is well-used. Although in theory the existing sports hall could be closed, population growth increases demand for sports hall 
provision, so the badminton courts at Evreham cannot be lost, but will need to be replaced. It therefore makes sense to retain existing provision to 2021, 
although there is a cost to this (£30k per annum), and start to plan now for the replacement of the facility through the known development opportunities 
and sites in the District. 

 
4.64 Given the increased demand for sports halls as a result of future population growth, there is a need to retain the existing level of community accessible 

sports hall provision in the District as a minimum. However, this could be re-located once the Evreham site closes. Clearly, replacement of the Evreham 
facility will require capital investment. The development opportunity at Farnham Park offers significant potential both to replace the all-weather pitch (this 
could not be left as a stand-alone facility at Evreham due to the potential for damage to the surface, if there was no on-site supervision), and at least 2 
badminton courts, and a further 2 courts could be replaced at Wilton Park. Development of a new school in the District, (possible as a result of 
population growth), with a new 4 court hall would also increase sports hall provision, and should have a formal community use agreement in place, to 
facilitate increased pay and play access. 

 

FUTURE DEMAND 
 
4.65 The Sport England Facility Planning Model (FPM) analysis undertaken does not identify future demand. The population of South Bucks will increase by 

15,200 to 82,600 by 2036.  
 
4.66 Using the Sport England Facility Calculator (SFC), it is possible to estimate overall future demand for provision of sports halls, swimming pools and 

indoor bowls rinks, based on this population increase. 
 
4.67 Using the SFC provides a quantitative estimate of future need, but unlike the FPM the analysis does not identify specific locations for future provision. 

That needs to be informed by the nature and location of future hosing development, local geography and accessibility, and critically the location of 
existing facilities.  

 
4.68 This is because future demand may have the potential to be addressed through facility extension, or refurbishment, as well as new build.  
 
4.69 Future demand will also need to reflect the current supply and demand analysis. Clearly, if there is under-supply of a specific facility type now, the level 

of undersupply is going to increase by 2036, given population growth and increased levels of participation. 
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4.70 The SFC for South Bucks identifies the following future facility demand (Table 4.7), based on a population increase of 15,200 by 2036. 
 

Table 4.7: Future Facility Demand (2036) – South Bucks 

FACILITY TYPE UNIT FACILITY ADDITIONAL VPWPP 

SPORTS HALL 4.06 Badminton Courts 1.02 4 Badminton Court Sports Halls 888 

 

4.71 Using the SFC, the future demand for sports halls and badminton courts generated by 15,200 additional residents in the District is 1.02 sports halls, 
equivalent to 4.06 courts. 
 

4.72 Taking the existing oversupply of provision into account (+2.98 courts), by 2036, if no other sports halls are built, nor additional hours are accessed in 
the existing provision, to meet both current and future demand there is a need for a total of 1.08 additional courts (4.06 – 2.98). Given the current level 
of over-supply and critically the under capacity of available space in education facilities, the equivalent of 1 additional court capacity could potentially be 
achieved through programming changes, or extending opening hours). It is also important to highlight that none of the existing provision should be lost; 
it could be replaced/re-located, but not reduced, given that there are only 3 community accessible sports halls (pay and play) in the District. 

 
4.73 A further option would be to replace the existing Evreham Sports Centre 3 court hall with a new 4 court hall in one of the new settlement areas, as part 

of a new school. The existing Evreham Sports Centre is well-used, and was refurbished in 2011, but improvement in its location could increase 
participation levels. In addition, there are proposals for alternative use of the existing sports centre site; this could result in the need for re-location of 
both the sports centre and all weather pitch. 

 
 

4.74 Re-location of the sports centre and development of a new 4 court facility on a school site would address future sports hall need in the District, based on 
population increase.  

 

4.75 Equally increased use of the 9 badminton courts in activity halls in the District which provide informal space that could still be used for some sports hall 
activities, could be an option to address future needs for the supply sports hall space. 

 

4.76 A further option could be to develop additional informal hall space, multi-purpose in nature, which could accommodate both sports hall sports and other 
activities. The proposed development of Farnham Park i.e. new grass and all weather pitches to create a hub site, plus potentially some fitness and 
possible multi-purpose hall space, could provide an opportunity to address the need to replace Evreham Sports Centre. 
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CONSULTATION 
 

4.77 Consultation with relevant National Governing Bodies (NGB), and local sports clubs, highlights local factors in relation to supply and demand for sports 
halls. 

 
Table 4.8: Summary of NGB Consultation – Sports Hall Sports 

NGB CURRENT FOCUS FUTURE FOCUS/PRIORITIES ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

BADMINTON 

ENGLAND 
There are currently sufficient courts for the 
demand in the area. 

South Bucks is not a priority area for development 
of additional court capacity. 
 
The NGB would be keen to support and advise on 
the development of a new facility if a need was 
determined. 

Currently awaiting the outcome 
of Sport England’s new funding 
strategy. 
 
Awaiting the outcome of the new 
Sport England strategy to inform 
future investment and direction. 
 

BASKETBALL South Bucks Comets train at the Beacon, 
Chalfont Leisure Centre and Chesham 
Leisure Centre.  
 
More information available on: 
http://bucksbasketball.org.uk/  
 

South Bucks is not a priority area for the NGB at 
the moment but they would expect incremental 
growth through the existing club network. 
 
No specific needs have been identified. 

 

BOCCIA 
 

No response to date   

BOXING No response 
 

  

ENGLAND 

NETBALL 
NGB is not aware of any supported 
activities in South Bucks area and would 
only be aware if clubs are affiliated or 
some of their programmes are being 
delivered. 
 
 

Future development: 
 

 Back to Netball 

 Walking Netball  

 Netball Now 
 
 

Supplied both the 
Buckinghamshire county facility 
factsheet. 
 
 

http://bucksbasketball.org.uk/
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NGB CURRENT FOCUS FUTURE FOCUS/PRIORITIES ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

 
They currently have one Netball 
Development Officer working part-time 
across the whole county of 
Buckinghamshire. 
 

Would be keen to support the local authority in 
landing the above products in their facilities. 
 

TAEKWONDO No current geographic or facilities strategy. 
 

There is only one club in the area. 
 

 The NGB has just appointed a 
new CEO but have limited funds 

VOLLEYBALL 

ENGLAND 
Due to the size of the organisation and 
strategic direction they don't have much 
presence in the area. 
 

They have 5 investment zones but South 
Bucks is not in one of these zones. 
Therefore, not a priority for investment or 
hands on support. 
 

There are 8 clubs in the area, and the 
NGB can assist in raising funds for clubs  
 

They are able to advise/support the development 
of new facilities in the area if a need is 
determined, but no intelligence currently to 
determine if there is a need. However, will support 
on an ad-hoc basis. 

 

 
4.78 Based on the above consultation feedback, there is no strategic need for additional sports halls identified by the NGBs, nor local clubs. 
 
4.79 Schools’ Survey – the schools’ survey responses do not identify the need for additional sports hall space. However, the responses do underline the fact 

that the majority of use in education sports halls is from clubs. 
 
4.80 The responses to the Parish Council Survey, Appendix 8a, do not highlight the need for any specific additional sports hall facilities. 
 
4.81 No response has been received from Table Tennis England with reference to the need for additional table tennis facilities in the District. No demand for 

table tennis provision has been identified by clubs, schools or Parish Councils. 
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – SPORTS HALLS 
 

4.82 There is sufficient current provision of sports halls in the District, with an over-supply of 2.98 courts. The issue is that there are only three sports halls, 
and only two of these are 4 court size, offering community pay and play access in the District. The remaining 5 sports halls on education use offer 
community access, but this is for sports clubs and organisations. 

 

4.83 70% of all the sports halls in the District are on education sites. This limits community access to the facilities for day time use. Four of the five sports 
halls on education sites do not facilitate pay and play community access out of school hours, as the majority of available time is let to clubs or group 
bookings. There is therefore a lack of access to pay and play community accessible sports hall space throughout the District, which is impacting on the 
ability to participate in sports hall activities, and why there is such a high level of exported demand. Of the sports halls in existence, 2 of the 7 operate at 
100%, or nearly 100% of their available capacity, which is well over the Sport England comfort factor of 80%. Evreham does not operate at 100% of its 
capacity, based on a review of actual bookings. 

 

4.84 Taking the existing oversupply of provision into account (+2.98 courts), by 2036, if no other sports halls are built, nor additional hours are accessed in 
the existing provision, to meet both current and future demand there is a need for a total of 1.08 additional courts. Given the current level of over-supply 
and critically the under capacity of available space in education facilities, the equivalent of 1 additional court capacity could potentially be achieved 
through programming changes, or extending opening hours, or the provision of new replacement multi-purpose space). It is also important to highlight 
that none of the existing provision should be lost; it could be replaced/re-located, but not reduced, given that there are only 3 community accessible 
sports halls (pay and play) in the District. 

 
4.85 There is no identified strategic need from either NGBs nor Parish Councils for additional sports hall provision in the District. 
 
4.86 Although only a small need for additional sports hall provision has been identified (1.08 badminton courts), it is important to highlight that none of the 

existing provision should be lost; it could be replaced/re-located, but not reduced, given that there are only 3 community accessible sports halls (pay 
and play) in the District. 

 
4.87 Replacement and re-location of Evreham Sports Centre with a new 4 court facility on a school site, or through the various development opportunities at 

Farnham Park, or Wilton Park, would address future sports hall need in the District, based on population increase. (The extent of pitch provision i.e. 
rugby will be confirmed through the 2016 Playing Pitch Strategy, currently being developed). The additional court space could potentially be met through 
existing sports hall capacity or development of new alternative pay and pay community accessible multi-purpose hall space (this could be provided at 
Farnham Park or Wilton Park as part of the wider community provision), to replace existing provision eg at Evreham. 

 
4.88 In addition, increased use of the 9 badminton courts in activity halls in the District which provide informal space that could still be used for some sports 
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hall activities, could be an option to address future needs for the supply sports hall space. 
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SWIMMING POOLS 
 
4.83 The supply analysis identified that South Bucks has a total of 11 swimming pools across 10 sites (Active Places Data July 2016). None of these are 

available for pay and play community use. Use for sports clubs is made available at Davenies School, and Teikyo School. Of the remaining 9 pools, 
usage is only allowed for registered members at 7 of the pools i.e. commercial use (Bell House Hotel Leisure Club, Burnham Beeches Hotel, Cliveden 
Club, De Vere Venues, Nuffield Health, and the Stoke Park Club), and two of the pools are only for private use (Caldicott Preparatory School, and 
Gerrards Cross C of E School (both lido facilities, so seasonal opening).  

 
4.84 There are 2 main pools, and 2 lidos; the commercial provision is small pools, with no facility being above 200 sqm.  
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Map 4.3: Swimming Pools in South Bucks 
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4.85 The analysis of the overall pool supply in South Bucks is as follows: 
 
Table 4.9: Swimming Pool Supply in South Bucks 
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BELL HOUSE HOTEL LEISURE CLUB  Main/General 0 
Registered 
Membership use 

Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

1989 2014 

BURNHAM BEECHES HOTEL  
Learner/Teaching 
/ Training  

0 
Registered 
Membership use 

Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

1999 2003 

CALDICOTT PREPARATORY SCHOOL  Lido 1 Private Use 
Other 
Independent 
School 

Commercial 
Management 

1988 N/A 

CLIVEDEN CLUB  Main/General 0 
Registered 
Membership use 

Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

1990 N/A 

CLIVEDEN CLUB 216 Lido 0 
Registered 
Membership use 

Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

1990 N/A 

DAVENIES SCHOOL 300 Main/General 4 
Sports Club / 
Community 
Association 

Other 
Independent 
School 

School/College 
/University (in 
house) 

2004 N/A 

DE VERE VENUES (DENHAM GROVE)  Main/General 0 
Registered 
Membership use 

Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

N/A N/A 

GERRARDS CROSS C OF E SCHOOL  Lido 0 Private Use Academies 
School/College 
/University (in 
house) 

N/A N/A 

NUFFIELD HEALTH (STOKE POGES) 200 Main/General 0 
Registered 
Membership use 

Other Other 1996 N/A 

STOKE PARK CLUB  Main/General 0 
Registered 
Membership use 

Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

2002 2013 
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TEIKYO SCHOOL 200 Main/General 4 
Sports Club / 
Community 
Association 

Other 
Independent 
School 

School/College/ 
University (in 
house) 

1994 N/A 

 
4.86 In summary, the number of swimming pools in the District is: 
 

Table 4.10: Summary of Swimming Pool Supply 

 
NUMBER OF POOLS NO OF FACILITIES 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE SWIMMING POOLS 0 0 

MAIN POOLS 4 2 

LEARNER POOLS 0 4 

DIVING 0 1 

LEISURE/LIDO (2) 7 1 

LOCAL AUTHORITY POOLS 0 4 

EDUCATION SECTOR 4 1 

NON COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE POOLS 11 5 

TOTAL SWIMMING POOLS 11 10 

 
4.87 Table 4.12 above highlights that none of the swimming pools in South Bucks are available for community use. There are no SBDC swimming pools in 

the District; the closest pool is Chalfont Leisure Centre or Chiltern Pools, or slough or Windsor and Maidenhead depending on area people live Chiltern 
District.  

 
4.88 There are only 2 pools in the District which have 4 lanes. 
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4.89 The quality of the pool offer in the District is very variable, given there are no local authority pools, and the majority of the facilities serve club use. 
 
4.90 Map 4.4 illustrates that there are no community pay and play swimming pools in the District. Residents of South Bucks District have good access to 

Chiltern Pools, Amersham. 
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Map 4.4: Catchment Areas of Community Accessible Swimming Pools in South Bucks 
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SE FACILITY PLANNING MODEL  
 

4.91 Strategic Leisure was provided with Sport England’s Facilities Planning Model National Run (May 2016 report, based on January 2016 National Run 
data) for swimming provision in South Bucks. 

 

SOUTH BUCKS 
 
4.92 The Sport England FPM report sets out an assessment of the current situation regarding sports hall supply, based on a population of 239,391. The key 

findings are summarised below. The full report can be accessed at Appendix 5. This includes all details of the FPM parameters and 
assumptions/exclusions. 

 

SUPPLY 
 

4.93 The Sport England Facilities Planning Model (FPM) analysis identifies 4 pools across 4 Sites ((Devanies School, Teikyo School (main), Cliveden Club 
and Nuffield Health (Stoke Poges), which are a strategic size, and therefore included in the FPM modelling. The size of 7 pools in the District means 
they are not included in the FPM, which accounts for the difference in the overall supply referred to earlier in this report. 

 

4.94 There is a total water supply in the 4 pools of 916 sqm, which equates to 5,339 vpwpp. The scale of publically available water space is 615.76 sq m 
(although it should be noted that this is not community accessible; to use the identified pools membership is required, either of the facility or a club). 
There is provision of 13.13 sqm of water space per 1000 population which is higher than the England (12.50), but lower than the SE region (12.66) 
averages. Chiltern has 11.33 sqm per 1000 people, Slough 7.68, RBWM 17.17 and Wycombe 14.80. 

 

4.95 The population of 69,782 demands 731.57 sqm of water space, equivalent to 4,408 vpwpp (based on pools being 70% full), using the Sport England 
comfort factor. The comfort factor means that the facility is full, but people can still swim; if capacity is over the 70% comfort factor, it is difficult to 
actually swim in the pool). This means there is a current under -supply of -115.81 sqm (For comparison, a 4 lane x 25m pool equates to 212 sqm).  

 

4.96 It is important to note that there is also under provision of pools in neighbouring local authorities (Chiltern 52.32 sqm, Slough -742.52 sqm, but over –
supply in RBWM of 273.96 sqm and in Wycombe of 376.51. Given the fact that only 9.5% of South Bucks do not have access to a car, it is relatively 
easy to access other pools in neighbouring areas. It is those without access to a car who are unable to easily access a community accessible swimming 
pool, unless they take public transport to Amersham. 
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CURRENT DEMAND  
 

4.97 The Facilities Planning Model analysis identifies that the 2016 population (69,782) demands 731.57 sqm of water space, equivalent to 4,408 vpwpp 
based on pools operating at 70% capacity, as paragraph 4.96 above. Clearly there is a current imbalance between the level of demand in the District, 
and the available capacity (615,76 sqm) in existing swimming pools.  

 

4.98 96.10% (4,327 visits per week in peak periods) of all demand for swimming pool provision is met in the District; this is a high level of satisfied demand, 
and higher than the SE (93.20%) and the England (91.70) averages. 23.10% of all demand for swimming is retained in the District; this low figure 
reflects the fact that there are no pay and play swimming pools in South Bucks. 

 
4.99 55.70% of all available capacity in the existing community accessible provision is used during peak periods. This is well below the Sport England 

comfort factor. It is also lower then SE and England averages (62.6% and 65.7% respectively). Used capacity at the 4 pools is as follows: 
 

 Cliveden Club  19%   
 

 Davenies School 91%   
 

 Nuffield Health  84%   
 

 Teikyo School  62%   
 
4.100 Based on these figures it would appear that there is potential to increase community access at both the school sites. However, the number of hours 

available for swimming per week does vary a great deal from site to site. The pool at Davenies School is only available 10 hours per week whilst the 
one at Teikyo School is available for 42.5 hours per week. The pools at the other 2 sites are both available for 100+ hours per week.  

 

4.101 3.90% (172 vpwpp, or 28 sqm of water space) of demand is unmet by the current provision of swimming pools. This demand is predominantly unmet 
because many residents are outside the catchment of an existing swimming pool (97.20% of the unmet demand is a result of people living outside the 
catchment of a community accessible swimming pool; 79.96% of these have no car.  

 
4.102 South Bucks is a net importer of swimmers; 67.10% of all met demand is imported use of the pools; this is much higher than the regional and England 

averages, and also higher than the levels in neighbouring local authorities, probably reflecting the under supply of pools in two of those areas.  
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4.103 Table 4.11 summarises the analysis described in paragraphs 4.92 – 4.102. 
 

Table 4.11: Summary of 2016 Supply and Demand Analysis 
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731.57 615.76 -115.81 4,408 4,327 172 96.10 3.90 

 

FUTURE DEMAND 
 

4.104 The Sport England FPM analysis undertaken does not identify future demand. The population of South Bucks will increase by 15,200 by 2036.  
 
4.105 Using the Sport England Facility Calculator (SFC), it is possible to estimate overall future demand for provision of sports halls, swimming pools and 

indoor bowls rinks, based on this population increase. 
 
4.106 Using the SFC provides a quantitative estimate of future need, but unlike the FPM the analysis does not identify specific locations for future provision. 

That needs to be informed by the nature and location of future hosing development, local geography and accessibility, and critically the location of 
existing facilities.  

 
4.107 This is because future demand may have the potential to be addressed through facility extension, or refurbishment, as well as new build.  
 
4.108 Future demand will also need to reflect the current supply and demand analysis. Clearly if there is under-supply of a specific facility type now, the level 

of undersupply is going to increase by 2036, given population growth and increased levels of participation. 
 
4.109 The SFC for South Bucks identifies the following future facility demand (Table 4.12), based on a population increase of 15,200 by 2036. 
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Table 4.12: Future Facility Demand (2036) – South Bucks 

FACILITY TYPE UNIT FACILITY ADDITIONAL VPWPP 

SWIMMING POOL 3 Lanes 
 
(159.41 sqm) 
 

0.75 of a 4 x 25m lane pool 960 

 

4.110 Given the current under-supply of -115.81 sqm and the future demand of 159.41 sqm, by 2036 the District will have an under-supply of 275.22 sqm by 
2036, if no new pools are developed. This equates to just over a 4 lane x 25m pool. 

 
4.111 There is clearly a need to consider the provision of increased access to community pay and play water space in the District. This will have to be 

additional provision, or creation of additional capacity in existing pools. The only pools not operating at capacity in the District are the two school 
facilities, which may not be appropriate to provide significant amounts of community use, one because day time access is limited, and secondly, 
because the pools’ infrastructure e.g. changing is not suitable for the wider community. 

 
4.112 It is also important to consider the fact that SBDC does not currently operate any swimming pools, and therefore is highly unlikely, in the current 

financial climate to develop a new pool (non-statutory provision). The need for additional water space is really something that needs to be factored into 
the re-development being considered for Chiltern Pools, Amersham, which is very close to the District, along with securing at least some additional 
usage hours at Teikyo School pool (private school, and therefore may not be possible), and potentially also in the Cliveden Club.  
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CONSULTATION 
 

4.113 Consultation with relevant National Governing Bodies (NGB), and local sports clubs, highlights local factors in relation to supply and demand for 
swimming pools. 

 

4.114 The ASA (Amateur Swimming Association) provided comments summarised below. 
 

Table 4.13: Summary of NGB Response- Swimming 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT AND PRIORITIES  FUTURE DEVELOPMENT AND PRIORITIES  ADDITIONAL NOTES  

Pools in the South Bucks area currently have 
capacity to take more sessions and activities. 
 
Two swimming clubs in the area: 
 

 Chesham 

 Amersham 
 
Both clubs are keen to expand and develop. 

There is a need for a diving facility in the area and 
the ASA club development team would like to have 
a competition pool in the district which would 
include a movable floor and diving area. The main 
pool could be 25m or 50m. 
 
A 25m pool in the area would certainly be 
aspirational. Dennis Freeman-Wright could assist 
the local authority further to determine the need 
based on future population projections. 
 

There is a 50m country standard pool in 
Wycombe but there is no public access 
unless you are a member of the club. All the 
best swimmers in the area will join this club. 
 
The ASA are keen to encourage the club to 
offer more open access to the facility. 
 
If this club continues to grow it could put 
clubs from bordering authorities out of 
business eventually.  
 

 
4.115 Sports Clubs’ Survey – the two swimming clubs in the District are keen to grow and expand, based on feedback from the ASA. The clubs have not 

responded individually to the sports clubs’ survey. 
 
4.116 Schools’ Survey – There is no mention of swimming in the schools’ responses to date. The detailed analysis is in Appendix 9.  
 
4.117 Parish Council Survey – the responses received are analysed in detail in Appendix 8a. No parish councils raised the issue of additional swimming 

provision. 
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SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – SWIMMING POOLS 
 
4.118 There are no community accessible i.e. pay and play swimming pools in the District. All four pools which offer any form of community use provide this 

for clubs. The largest pools have 4 lanes, but are not 25m in length. 
 
4.119 There is a current and future under-supply of water place in the District, equivalent to just over one 4 lane x 25m pool. 
 
4.120 Although levels of satisfied demand for swimming are high, this reflects the fact that due to very high car ownership, residents are able to travel to 

nearby facilities to swim (illustrated by very high exported demand figures). 
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HEALTH AND FITNESS FACILITIES 
 
4.121 The supply analysis of Fitness Suites in South Bucks has a total of 13 fitness suites across 13 sites. (Active Places July 2016). There is a mixed 

market of Local Authority/Education sector provision and commercial operators. 
 

Map 4.5: Fitness Suite Supply in South Bucks 
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4.1 The analysis of the overall supply is: 
 

Table 4.14: Supply of Fitness Facilities 

  
NUMBER 

OF 

STATIONS 
ACCESS TYPE OWNERSHIP TYPE MANAGEMENT TYPE 

Y
E

A
R

 B
U

IL
T
 

R
E

F
U

R
B

IS
H

E
D

 

ACTIVE4LESS (BURNHAM) 30 Pay and Play Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

2013 N/A 

BEACONSFIELD HIGH SCHOOL 

SPORTS FACILITIES 
16 Private Use Academies 

School/College/University 
(in house) 

2006 N/A 

BELL HOUSE HOTEL LEISURE CLUB 21 Registered Membership use Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

1989 2014 

BREEZE 2 35 Pay and Play Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

1996 N/A 

BURNHAM BEECHES HOTEL 6 Registered Membership use Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

1999 N/A 

CLIVEDEN CLUB 9 Registered Membership use Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

1990 2003 

DE VERE VENUES (DENHAM GROVE) 18 Pay and Play Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

N/A N/A 

EVREHAM SPORTS CENTRE 36 Pay and Play Local Authority Trust 1994 2007 

NUFFIELD HEALTH (STOKE POGES) 125 Registered Membership use Other Other 1996 2012 

RICHINGS PARK GOLF CLUB 10 Registered Membership use Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

N/A N/A 

RICHINGS PARK SPORTS CLUB 40 
Sports Club / Community 
Association 

Community 
Organisation 

Commercial 
Management 

N/A N/A 

STOKE PARK CLUB 36 Registered Membership use Commercial 
Commercial 
Management 

2002 2015 

THE BEACON SPORTS CENTRE AND 40 Pay and Play Local Authority Trust 1995 2014 
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NUMBER 

OF 

STATIONS 
ACCESS TYPE OWNERSHIP TYPE MANAGEMENT TYPE 

Y
E
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THEATRE 

TOTAL 422      

 
4.122 In summary there are: 
 

Table 4.15: Summary of Fitness Provision in South Bucks 

TOTAL FITNESS SUITES 13 

TOTAL FITNESS STATIONS 422 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE FITNESS SUITES (All require some form of prior payment/membership Ownership Local Authority/ 

Education Sector) 5 (based on Table 4.14, shown in bold) 

COMMUNITY ACCESSIBLE FITNESS STATIONS 159 

COMMERCIAL SECTOR SUITES 7 

COMMERCIAL SECTOR FITNESS STATIONS 247 

EDUCATION FACILITIES 1 

EDUCATION FACILITY STATIONS 16 

NUMBER OF FITNESS STATIONS NO. FITNESS SUITES 

150+ 0 

100 - 149 1 

50 - 99 0 

30-49 6 

29 or less 6 

4.123 Community Accessible Fitness Suites are operated by GLL at the two SBDC facilities. In addition, 3 other facilities (Active4Less, De Vere Venues and 
Breeze 2 offer pay and play usage. 
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4.124 Of the remaining 8 facilities, 7 are commercial, with a total of 247 fitness stations, and one is on an education site with 16 stations. 
 

4.125 Two of the national commercial operators in the fitness market are based in South Bucks; Nuffield and De Veres are top of the market facilities, 
reflecting the relative affluence of the local market in the District.  

 

EXISTING SUPPLY – QUALITY 
 
4.126 Health and Fitness facilities at the SBDC sites are of a very good standard, with investment in 2014 at The Beacon Sports Centre and Theatre, and in 

2007 at Evreham Sports Centre. Further investment is planned for this site. The standard of facilities at these two centres is comparable with the 
commercial sector. 

 

EXISTING SUPPLY – ACCESSIBILITY 
 
4.127 The existing fitness suites are located across the District, except in the more central area. There is a good mix of community accessible and 

commercial facilities.  
 
4.128 As shown in Map 4.6 there is a lack of fitness suites located in the North, North East, South and South East of the District. These areas are outside a 

20-minute drive time of community accessible fitness suites. 
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Map 4.6: Community Accessible Fitness Suites – 20-minute drive catchment Area 
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4.129 Map 4.7: below illustrates that there is a gap between supply of fitness suites, and demand for, this type of provision in the District. The areas in 
darkest red are those areas of highest latent demand for fitness suite provision i.e. the North and North East of the District 
 
Map 4.7: Latent Demand for Fitness Provision in South Bucks 
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SUPPLY AND DEMAND ANALYSIS 
 
4.130 There is a total existing level of fitness provision of 422 stations, of which 159 are community accessible. Current demand for community accessible 

fitness stations equates to 200 fitness stations, (and future demand equates to 239 stations (See Appendix 10b). 
 
4.131 There is therefore an existing under-supply of -41 fitness stations, which increases to -80 by 2036. 
 
4.132 There is therefore a need to provide additional community accessible fitness stations; the commercial facilities in the District are unlikely to offer 

community access, given the level of membership fees they are charging, which are likely be higher than those in the SBDC facilities (the commercial 
chains in the District are high end providers, with high membership charges, and hotel facilities tend to charge more than community facility facilities). 

 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – HEALTH AND FITNESS 
 
4.133 Overall, there is a significant level of fitness provision in South Bucks. However, much of this provision is not necessarily community accessible, given 

the level of membership fees, and physical location. The majority of the fitness provision in the District is commercial i.e. 247 of the 422 fitness 
stations. 

 
4.134 There is therefore an existing under-supply of -41 fitness stations, which increases to -80 by 2036. 
 
4.135 There is a need for community accessible fitness provision in the North, North East, South and South East of the District; these areas are currently 

outside a 20-minute drive time of existing community accessible fitness facilities. 
 
4.136 There is latent demand for additional provision of fitness in the North and North East of South Bucks. 
 
4.137 The proposals for the re-development of Farnham Park, which could include a community accessible fitness suite, in the south of the District, on the 

border with Slough could provide an opportunity to address at least some of the current and future under-supply of fitness stations. This opportunity 
could provide a potential solution for the replacement of Evreham. Development of a new fitness suite at Farnham Park provides an opportunity to 
develop an all gender-friendly facility, which could offer both community memberships, and be available for clubs using the Farnham Park hub site, to 
support team training and increased community participation. More work will be needed to confirm the future operational approach for Farnham Park, 
once the scale and nature of future pitch provision is confirmed through the 2016 Playing Pitch Strategy. 

 
4.138 In considering the development of Farnham Park, SBDC needs to be aware of the proposals for the development of a community sports facility at 

Arbour Park, by Slough Council. Arbour Park is located on Stoke Road, on the outskirts of Slough; near to South Bucks.  
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4.139 Phase 1 Works have already started on site and the development will consist of a two phased approach will phase 1 aiming to deliver an FA and FIFA 

Grade C compliant football facility for the start of the 2016/17 football season in August 2016. An anchor tenant is Slough Town Football Club. When 
complete the development will comprise a main stand with 250 covered seats and will have a capacity for 2,000 fans. Phase 2 (to be completed before 
the start of the 2017/18 football season) will include the completion of a banqueting suit for up to 150 persons, with an adjacent board room facility. 
The space will also include a commercial standard kitchen and bar facility. On match days these facilities will be used for the directors of the football, 
players and fans.  

 
4.140 Slough Town Football Club will require the facility for a minimum of 11.5 hours a week: 
 

 Tuesday’s and Thursday evenings – 7.00 pm to 9.30 pm 
 

 Saturdays for 1st team and reserve fixtures – 1.00 pm to 7.30 pm 
 
4.141 The football club also runs an academy which plays fixtures on a Wednesday afternoon. 
 
4.142 In addition, both Lynch Hill Secondary School and St Joseph’s Secondary School will have 25 hours of use of the 3G pitch per week, term time only. 
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SQUASH 
 

4.143 There are 12 squash courts in South Bucks, located across 4 sites. There is no local authority provided courts and no glass-back squash courts in the 
District. 

 
Map 4.8 Squash Courts in South Bucks 
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4.144 Existing squash courts are managed by sports clubs (4), and two courts are managed by a school (Caldicott Preparatory School). The four clubs 
(Beaconsfield Squash Club (5 courts), Cliveden Club (1 court), Farnham Common Squash Club (2 courts), and Gerrards Cross Squash Club (2 courts) 
provide the majority of courts in the District (11 out of 10 courts). 
 

4.145 None of the courts are accessible to the community on a pay and play basis; membership is required to use the club courts. 
 

EXISTING SUPPLY – QUALITY 
 

4.146 The existing squash courts are generally of a good standard and have been maintained over the years. The Beaconsfield Squash club has excellent 
facilities. 

 

EXISTING SUPPLY – ACCESSIBILITY 
 

4.147 Courts are located across the District; the only area without reasonable access to squash courts is in the south of the area, around the Iver heath area, 
and along the border with Slough. 

 

CONSULTATION 
 

4.148 Consultation with England Squash and Racketball identified the following feedback: 
 
Table 4.20: Summary OF NGB Response 

NGB CURRENT FOCUS / PRIORITIES FUTURE FOCUS / PRIORITIES 

ENGLAND SQUASH 

AND RACKETBALL  
There is generally a good coverage of private/member 
facilities in the area. However, there is no public leisure 
facility provision. 
 
The NGB work very closely with Bucks and the county 
association; there is a lot of activity in the districts with very 
proactive clubs all with comprehensive programmes. 
 
Detail regarding activity in South Bucks: 
Squash Venues 
12 Squash Courts 
 

The local community would benefit from the ‘Squash 101’ 
initiative, but it is difficult to implement in member clubs. 
 

The main leisure providers have got rid of public courts in 
recent years and that is a constant challenge the NGB has 
with leisure providers nationally. However, they are keen to 
lobby leisure centres to develop and maintain courts as the 
areas can also be used by other sports/activities. 
 

In future the NGB are planning to work with the county 
association to deliver a comprehensive plan for squash 
development in the area with a focus on Mini Squash, 
women and Girls delivery and 50+ participation. 
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4.149 There has been no response from squash clubs to consultation. No need for additional squash courts has been identified by clubs, schools, or parish 
councils. 

 
4.150 England Squash and Racketball would like to see squash courts developed in community sports facilities, and this should be considered in any 

feasibility process. However, no strategic need for additional provision has been identified. It is important to maintain the quality of existing squash 
court provision in the District to enable participation to be maintained, and through partnership working with England Squash and Racketball, grow. 

 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – SQUASH 
 
4.151 No need for additional squash courts has been identified in the District. There is a need to maintain the quality of existing provision. 
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GYMNASTICS 
 
4.152 There are no dedicated gymnastics facilities within the District. Clubs tend to train at the SBDC sports hall facilities. There are also a number of 

gymnastics clubs in the neighbouring districts of Chiltern, Wycombe. 
 

CONSULTATION 
 
4.153 Consultation with British Gymnastics identified the following feedback on local clubs and wider demands in the area: 
 

Table 4.21: Summary of NGB Response 

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT 

AND PRIORITIES  

FUTURE 

DEVELOPMENT AND 

PRIORITIES  
ADDITIONAL NOTES  

BRITISH GYMNASTICS T30 Gym – 350 
Members 
 
 
 
 
 
Colibri Gymnastics – 
42 members 

There is a large demand for more gymnastics opportunities and Clubs all report large waiting 
lists. A key part of BG’s strategy to increase participation is to support Clubs moving into their 
own dedicated facility, offering more time and space for classes. With a vast range of 
products and programmes and expert assistance to support local delivery; gymnastic 
activities supported by British Gymnastics are proving successful in the growth of 
membership and retention of members across the country. 
 
There is a large demand for more gymnastics opportunities and clubs all report large waiting 
lists. The Sports & Recreation Alliance 2013 Sports Club Survey showed most Gymnastics 
Clubs have a waiting list of up to 100, with many clubs anecdotally reporting waiting lists 
into several hundreds. A key part of BG’s strategy to increase participation is to support clubs 
moving into their own dedicated facility, offering more time and space for classes. There is 
a definite trend for gymnastics clubs to move into their own dedicated facilities. Approx 40 
clubs moved into their own spaces last year and BG expects this trend to continue and an 
increased number of clubs move their activities to dedicated spaces/facilities. There is 
limited provision of access to facilities within South Bucks with all clubs having waiting lists 
restricting access to gymnastic activities due to the lack of time within both dedicated and 
non-dedicated facilities. 
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4.154 No gymnastics clubs have responded to the sports club survey; however, based on consultation with the NGB, it appears that there is significant 
demand for the development of dedicated gymnastics facilities. Population growth to 2036 is likely to increase this demand, and increase the existing 
waiting lists for places in a club. Clubs are unable to increase membership sustainably unless they have dedicated facilities and times of use, 
preferably within club-focused provision, as opposed to a shared sports hall. 
 

4.155 The Beacon Sports Centre and Theatre and Evreham Sports Centre are both used by local gymnastics clubs for training. 
 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – GYMNASTICS 
 
4.156 Whilst no actual need for additional stand-alone gymnastics facilities have been identified in the District, British Gymnastics has identified the potential 

opportunity for club –led development. 
 
4.157 Population growth is likely to increase demand for gymnastics in the District, so a club-led initiative could help to address future demand, given there is 

little or no capacity in the existing sports halls. 
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INDOOR BOWLS 
 

4.158 There are currently no purpose built indoor bowls facilities in South Bucks. There are, however, a number of indoor bowls facilities located close to the 
District. These include: 

 

Herts, Watford WD17 3BT    28 minutes  11.8 miles 
Watford WD25 7HH     27 minutes  12.3 miles 
Herga, Harlow HA3 8NW    33 minutes  13.5 miles  
Century, Wembley HA9 8PY    31 minutes  14 miles 
Jack Hi, Hayes UB3 3BN    24 minutes  10 miles 
Hounslow TW3 3BD     34 minutes  14 miles 
Egham TW20 9LX     41 minutes  13.9 miles 
DesDistrict (Maidenhead) SL6 1SR   31 minutes  13 miles 
Handy Cross, High Wycombe HP11 1NP  29 minutes  14.7 miles 

 

CONSULTATION 
 

4.159 In general terms EIBA advise that bowls is classed by SE as a development sport for 65+ years and those with a disability. There is opportunity to 
develop these strands and be versatile and use facilities e.g. for Boccia. Stand-alone facilities do not always work; bowls facilities are better developed 
as part of a community facility for economies of scale. EIBA is currently in discussion with SE regarding a potential facilities strategy for the sport. 

 

4.160 If funding was available for a standalone facility, there may be a case for an additional indoor bowls facility in South Bucks. However, as the NGB for 
Indoor Bowls our strategy is to explore ways that “Indoor Bowls” might be included in any future Multi-Sport or Multi-Use Facilities. This “vision” reflects 
the new Facility Strategy of Sport England. 

 

4.161 South Bucks has an ageing population, plus population growth is likely to increase demand for facilities. The SFC identifies a need for 1.12 rinks to 
accommodate an additional 174 vpwpp, as a result of the 15,200 population increase to 2036. No clubs have identified a need for additional indoor 
bowling facilities currently, or into the future; this may be a result of the high levels of car ownership in the District, which mean that people can drive to 
nearby indoor bowling facilities. There are 9 indoor bowls facilities within 15 miles of South Bucks. 

 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – INDOOR BOWLS 
 

4.162 No need for additional bowls facilities has been identified through this Strategy. However, an ageing population, plus population growth is likely to 
increase demand for facilities. The SFC identifies a need for 1.12 additional rinks as a result of population growth to 2036. This equates to 0.19 of a 4 
rink bowling facility. 
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ATHLETICS TRACKS 
 
4.163 There are no existing athletics tracks in the District; however, there is a good quality track just over the border into Slough, at Wexham. This is easily 

accessible from the District. 
 

4.164 England Athletics confirmed that South Bucks is not a priority area for facility development. Their priority is rather, to encourage access to existing 
facilities to develop increased participation. 

 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – ATHLETICS TRACKS 
 

4.165 No need for additional athletics facilities has been identified in the District, given the existing facility in close proximity in Slough. England Athletics has 
confirmed the District is not a priority area for them in terms of facility development. 
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TENNIS 
 
4.166 There are two existing indoor tennis facilities in South Bucks, located in the West and South of the District. These comprise 1 court at the Cliveden 

Club, and 3 courts at the Stoke Club. Use of the courts is for registered members only. There are no pay and play indoor tennis courts in the District. 
 

Map 4.9: Indoor Tennis Courts – South Bucks 
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CONSULTATION 
 
4.167 Consultation with the Lawn Tennis Association (LTA) identified the following: 
 

Table 4.23: Summary of NGB Response 

NGB CURRENT FOCUS FUTURE FOCUS/PRIORITIES 

LTA There are several tennis clubs in and around South Bucks, including Clubs in 
the following locations: 
 
Gerrards Cross (Dukes Wood) Tennis Club, Dukes Lane, Gerrards Cross, 
Buckinghamshire. 
 
Farnham Common Tennis Club, One Pin Lane, Farnham Common, Slough, 
Buckinghamshire, SL2 3QY 
 
Woburn Park Tennis Club, Woburn Park, Woburn Green, Buckinghamshire, 
HP10 0EL 
 
Wilton Park, Beaconsfield, Buckinghamshire, HP9 2RP. 
 
Beaconsfield Tennis Centre, The Oval, Grenfell Road, Beaconsfield, 
Buckinghamshire, HP9 2BY. 
 
Jordans TC, Woodpond House, School Lane, Seer Green, Beaconsfield, 
Buckinghamshire, HP9 2QJ. 
 
Priory Road, Chalfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire, SL9 8SB. 
 
Gerrards Cross (Bull Lane), Bull Lane, Chalfont St. Peter, Gerrards Cross, 
Buckinghamshire, SL9 8RN 
 
Iver Health TC, Church Road, Iver, Buckinghamshire, SL0 ORW 
 

The Gerrards Cross clubs are the largest clubs but there 
are no Focus tennis clubs in the district and no 
accessible indoor community facilities. However, both 
clubs might be interested in indoor facilities but it is 
envisaged that planning permission would be difficult, but 
they may consider relocating. 
 
The LTA is keen to develop sustainable Tennis Facilities 
across the country. 
 
Their 3 key strategic aims are as follows: 

 Deliver great service clubs 

 Build partnerships in the community 

 Enhance tennis offer in Education 
 
There is funding available nationally to support club and 
community facility projects: 
 
Capital Funding: 
Grant £2 million 
Loan £2.75 million 
 
Club Facility Fund: 
Grant 750k 
Loan £2.25 million 
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NGB CURRENT FOCUS FUTURE FOCUS/PRIORITIES 

Dorney Tennis Club, Dorney Reach, Dorney, SL6 0DT. 
 
Burnham Tennis Association, The Stomping Ground, Stomp Road, Burnham, 
Berkshire, SL1 7NA. 

Community Tennis Fund: 
Grant £1.25 million 
Loan 500k 
 
Growing the game: 
Grant 750k 
Loan 750k 
 
Easy Access Loan Funding: 
£1.5 million 
 

 
4.168 No clubs have responded to the sports clubs’ survey. 
 
4.169 No need for additional indoor tennis courts has been identified by either local schools, nor parish councils. 
 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – TENNIS 
 
4.170 No strategic need for indoor courts has been identified through this Strategy. However, the LTA has highlighted that clubs in Gerrard’s Cross may 

potentially be interested in development of indoor facilities. 
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CYCLING 
 

4.171 SBDC has identified cycling as an activity which can assist in addressing priorities of increasing physical activity, reducing health inequalities and 
sustainable/green travel.  

 

4.172 There are no cycling specific facilities in South Bucks at the moment, but mountain biking tales place in Black Park, Wexham. 
 

4.173 SBDC is keen to consider the development of more informal off road cycling facilities. One opportunity could be the re-development of the existing 
South Buckinghamshire Golf Academy site, right on the border with Slough. SBDC has decided not to continue operation of the site, as it is investing 
in, and extending the South Buckinghamshire Golf Club. There is a golf driving range at Wexham Park, Slough, 15 minutes’ drive from the Academy 
site. Given over supply of golf provision detailed in paragraphs 4.178 and 4.184, there is scope to develop the Academy site for other recreational 
uses. 

 

4.174 The opportunities for a re-developed Academy site could include re-landscaping the existing current 9-hole golf course to include a cycling route, 
walking route, an outdoor, active gym to appeal to children and older people, marked distance points for running and cycling, and potentially 
development of a range of opportunities around sensory experiences that could link to dementia friendly communities.  

 

4.175 The need for additional informal open space, available for recreational uses is addressed in more detail in the South Bucks District and Chiltern District 
Open Space Strategy, 2016. 

 

CONSULTATION 
 
Table 4.24: Summary of NGB Response 

NGB CURRENT FOCUS FUTURE FOCUS/PRIORITIES ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

BRITISH 

CYCLING 
Current delivery by regional 
go ride coaches: 
 
Mountain biking at Black 
Park, Wexham at beginner 
and intermediate level, takes 
place every school holiday. 
Local clubs are keen to use 
the site more for mountain 
biking. 

The priority for indoor facilities is centred on major cities. Therefore, 
South Bucks is not a priority area for development/investment. However, 
British Cycling is really keen to provide advice and guidance to local 
authorities or sites which might be developing BMX tracks and skills 
parks etc. 
 

Need for spinning facilities in the district along with cyclo-cross venues 
which tend to be based at sports centres or schools.  
 

There has been an enquiry from South Bucks District Council for a site 

The NGB is currently in the 
process of developing a new 
facilities strategy. 
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called ‘The Lanes’ discussions regarding a closed road circuit to be 
converted from a Golf course. 

4.176 British Cycling has identified the need for provision of spinning and cyclo-cross facilities in the District. The NGB is also likely to support provision of 
additional off road cycling track provision in the District, building on existing activities in Black Park. 

 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS – CYCLING 
 

4.177 SBDC has identified an opportunity to re-develop the South Buckinghamshire Golf Academy site to provide increased informal open space for the 
recreational benefit of the District. This is assessed in more detail in the South Bucks District and Chiltern District Open Space Strategy, 2016. It will 
offer an exciting opportunity to increase informal recreational activities locally. 

 
4.178 There is an identified opportunity to provide additional off road cycling facilities in the District, alongside more spinning and cyclo cross facilities in 

indoor facilities and on school sites. 
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GOLF 
 
4.179 SBDC owns and operates 2 golf courses, the South Buckinghamshire Golf Course and the South Buckinghamshire Golf Academy, which is a driving 

range and 9-hole golf course. 
 
4.180 The South Buckinghamshire Golf Course is an excellent 18-hole facility; all on site provision, including catering is operated by SBDC. The site is 

owned by a Charitable Trust SBDC recently invested £2m in the clubhouse. There are future plans to invest further in this high quality site to provide 
better car parking, on site pitch and putt and practice areas, and possibly adventure golf. 

 
4.181 The course provides for 36, 000 rounds per annum. The 18-hole course is very good, but drainage needs to be improved. SBDC is looking at 

development of a 10-year investment plan, to address this and other onsite provision. 
 
4.182 There are two clubs based at the Course, with a total of 535 members (Farnham Park Golf Club 230 members; South Bucks Golf Course 305 

members). Long term, there is potential for the clubs to merge. 
 
4.183 The South Bucks Golf Academy is located very close to the South Buckinghamshire Golf Course on the boundary with Slough District, and 

immediately adjacent to Slough cemetery. The proximity of this site to the cemetery restricts its develop potential. 
 
4.184 The Academy provision comprises a driving range, very small clubhouse, and a 9-hole course. SBDC has decided to close this facility, which is 

immediately adjacent to Slough cemetery, because there is sufficient provision of golf courses in the District to meet demands, and other newer golf 
driving ranges in very close proximity, which are attracting high levels of usage. 

 
4.185 The closest golf facility is at Wexham Park, which has 27 holes total plus driving range; this facility is only 15 minutes drive away, so SBDC has decide 

it will no longer provide a driving range but focus on the South Buckinghamshire Golf Course. 
 
4.186 The South Buckinghamshire Golf Course is also adjacent to the Farnham Park Playing Fields; this is an outdoor pitch site; gifted as a Charitable Trust 

to SBDC by the Government. The site cannot be developed, other than for recreational purposes. Access to Farnham Park Playing Fields is from the 
17th hole of the South Buckinghamshire Golf Course, as well as the main road on the Slough border. 

 
4.187 SBDC has identified the opportunity to develop Farnham Park as a centre for outdoor sports. The site already has a high performance focus with the 

Softball and Baseball pitches, clubhouse and NGB offices. 
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4.188 There could also be an opportunity to develop additional all weather pitches/floodlit training on site; in principle a case is clear for this as all-weather 
surfaces could provide training opportunities for the on-site clubs. The definitive need for floodlit, all weather pitches needs to be confirmed through the 
Chiltern District and South Bucks District Playing Pitch Strategy 2016, taking into account existing provision in Chiltern and South Bucks and any 
additional supply that exists in neighbouring authorities. If additional all weather pitches are required, it could make strategic and operational sense to 
re-locate the floodlit AGP from Evreham, so that the main pitch provision in the District is co-located, which will reduce operational costs in the long 
term. Re-locating the Evreham AGP could also protect it, given that there may be some changes to the built facilities on the Evreham site. 

 
4.189 The development of the Farnham Park site would require a re-think and re-plan of existing on-site infrastructure i.e. parking, clubhouse and changing 

provision, given that it has developed in an ad hoc manner over recent years. Ideally, a re-planned and focused site would have one large clubhouse, 
with some shared club changing space, social facilities, and potentially a gym, which would provide additional income generation. 
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 APPLYING THE ANALYSIS 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

CONSULTATION WITH NEIGHBOURING LOCAL AUTHORITIES 
 
5.1. In determining the nature, level and location of sports facility provision required for the future in South Bucks, it is also important to be aware of how 

neighbouring local authorities are planning for the future. Given that communities use sports facilities in areas other than where they live, the 
development of new or improved provision can impact significantly on both participation levels and capacity cross-boundary. 

 
5.2. Neighbouring local authorities actually have relatively high levels of sports hall and swimming pool provision (Royal Borough of Windsor & Maidenhead, 

and Wycombe District) compared to South Bucks which means there is some opportunity for people to use neighbouring facilities, if they have the 
means to travel. Given that the level and nature of provision in neighbouring areas may change, and SBDC has no control over this, it is important that 
there is access to sufficient provision within the District, or through partnerships involving SBDC. 

 
5.3. Table 5.1 summarises the consultation undertaken with neighbouring local authorities to inform this Strategy. All neighbouring local authorities (Slough, 

LB Hillingdon, Wycombe District, and the Royal District of Windsor and Maidenhead) were contacted and sent a short survey; follow up contact was 
made twice to encourage responses, but only 2 were received. Table 5.1 reflects the information received, plus local knowledge and research 
undertaken in preparation of this report. 
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Table 5.1: Summary of neighbouring Local Authorities’ Consultation 

LOCAL AUTHORITY FEEDBACK 

CHILTERN DISTRICT The Chiltern District Indoor Sport and Leisure Strategy (KKP 2016) identifies the need to: 
 

Retain both Chalfont and Chesham Leisure Centres 
 

Replace Chiltern Pools Leisure Centre  
 

Subject to a detailed feasibility study, replace Chiltern Pools with a ‘right sized’ facility which, should:  
 

 Be strategically located so as to optimize accessibility on foot and via public transport.   

 Maintain and reconfigure existing water provision to help cater for unmet existing club  swimming demand and future demand from the 

growing population   

 Be suitable to provide a suitable District swimming gala venue   

 Provide replacement diving and ancillary dry diving facilities   

 Add to and extend fitness and studio provision   

 Cater for sport, leisure and potentially commercial leisure, theatre and cinema need.   

 Have relevant social, catering and ancillary facilities, car and bicycle parking.   
 

The following leisure stock should be kept and maintained and where budgets permit enhanced:  
 

Core 

 8 lane x 25m pool    13m x 20m learner pool*   

 Diving boards & deep water tank*  (* possibly same tank)    Minimum 150 station fitness suite   

 Spin studio(s)    Tenpin bowling  

 Two dance/multi-purpose studios   Climbing wall (clip & climb)  

 Community/meeting rooms   Café with Wi-Fi  

 High quality wet/dry changing facilities   
 

Additional 

 Small theatre/cinema   
 

The proposals for the potential re-development of Chiltern Pools clearly provide an opportunity to take into account the under-supply of 
water space in South Bucks District, given the strategic and corporate partnership between the two local authorities, their proximity, and the 
accessibility of Chiltern District to residents of South Bucks. 
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LOCAL AUTHORITY FEEDBACK 

LB HILLINGDON No response received 
 

SLOUGH Slough District is currently finalising plans for the development of a number of new sports facilities. These include a community football 
stadium, including a new 3G pitch, which will be available for community use, at Arbour Park, from autumn 2016, and a new ice rink. The 
District is also reviewing its provision of pools and sports halls. 
 

The Arbour Park site is very close to Farnham Park, and so any development at the latter will need to take into account that at Arbour Park. 
However, the Arbour Park development is principally a community football stadium with a 3G pitch; these will have an anchor tenant, Slough 
Town FC. The 3G pitch will be principally used by Slough Town FC and local community clubs, so is likely to be very busy; the opportunity 
to develop Farnham Park as a key community hub, with fitness, indoor multi-purpose space, and a range of grass and all weather pitches 
still stands, although the exact number and nature of pitches needs to be confirmed through the 2016 Playing Pitch Strategy. Although 
Arbour Park and Farnham Park are in close proximity, in reality each will prioritise the needs of local clubs, and the demand for all weather 
training surfaces is high in both areas. 
 

New Indoor provision at Farnham Park will address existing under-supply and re-located facilities, both of which are needed in the District. 
 

ROYAL BOROUGH 

WINDSOR AND 

MAIDENHEAD (RBWM) 
 

The RBWM is currently developing a new Indoor Facilities Strategy. The District currently has high levels of both pool and sports hall 
provision, well over what is demanded by its current population. 

WYCOMBE A new 50m pool and dry side facilities opened in 2015 in Wycombe District, replacing the former Wycombe Sports Centre. This facility now 
provides the sub regional swimming pool for the area. 
These new facilities are located in close proximity to South Bucks, and given the high levels of car ownership in the District are accessible to 
residents. 
 

 

5.4. The above summary illustrates that there are likely to be significant changes in existing facility provision in areas around South Bucks District in the near 
future. These will benefit the mobile population of South Bucks District. It will however also be important to try and improve public transport links to 
sports facilities in the District to facilitate increased participation for those without a car, and particularly those living in the very specific areas of 
deprivation in some of the Denham, Iver, Wexham and Burnham wards. 
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KEY ISSUES AND OPTIONS 
 

5.5. Based on the local context and the supply and demand analysis, there is clearly a need to consider additional provision of swimming pools, and fitness 
stations for the District, and how these are best delivered, given the development opportunities identified. There is also a need to consider how best to 
address the future need for badminton courts and sports hall space. There are a number of reasons for this: 

 

 Long term population growth in South Bucks, particularly around the proposed Settlement areas, which will increase demand for 
community facilities, including sport and leisure provision,  
 

 The need to retain existing levels of sports facility provision eg what is currently provided through the Beacon Centre and the Evreham 
Centre, even if the actual existing facilities are replaced 

 

 The current and future need for additional sports halls (1.08 badminton courts by 2036) 
 

 The current and future need for access to swimming pools (one 4 lane x 25m pool now i.e. 275.22 sqm) 
 

 The need to review existing education sports hall and pool programming, to increase opportunities for pay and play usage where 
possible  

 

 The current and future need for community accessible fitness stations (41 now and a total of 80 by 2036) 
 

 The potential for development of gymnastics facilities, if led by a club 
 

 The potential for development of indoor tennis facilities i.e. club led air halls 
 

 The opportunity to develop off road cycling facilities in the District 
 

 Potential facility development/replacement opportunities provided by the need to relocate Evreham Sports Centre, the development of 
Farnham Park and the Golf Academy site, and the re-development proposals for Chiltern Pools 

 

 The opportunity for investment in ‘active’ infrastructure to facilitate increased provision of cycling, jogging and walking routes in the 
District connecting new and existing settlements, education and leisure sites 

 

 The opportunity to invest in active environments, where physical activity is the norm 
 

 The need to improve accessibility to provision for those without access to a car 
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 The opportunity to build alliances with partners both within, and outside the District, to facilitate access to participation opportunities 
5.6. Housing development is one of the principal justifications for additional community sports facilities because additional residents increase demand for 

sports facilities. The population of South Bucks is set to grow significantly by 2036, and there will be a need to ensure good quality community sport and 
leisure facilities are available to meet existing and future demand. Investment in additional provision of formal sports facilities, and community halls 
should be secured through S106/CIL contributions, given the level of housing growth planned to 2036. 

 
5.7. A further driver for considering investment/replacement in terms of sports facilities is accessibility; accessibility is related both to geographic location and 

programming. If particular activities are not provided, or are programmed at times which are unsuitable for participants, they are unlikely to take part. 
 

5.8. The way in which a sport and recreation facility is managed often determines the level and type of community use allowed/encouraged. For example, 
local authority managed sport and recreation facilities are more likely to encourage use by disadvantaged groups than those managed by commercially 
sector operators and are, thus, more accessible. Key issues informing future provision include: 

 

GENERAL  
 

 Age and Condition 
 The age of the existing SBDC facilities (the Beacon Sports Centre and Theatre and Evreham Sports Centre) means there is a need to consider 

the options now for future investment / replacement, given all have already been refurbished at least in some part, and are already 22 and 23 
years old respectively.  

 The future facility mix at the Beacon Centre should be considered; the fact that there are other local facilities in South Bucks e.g. the Beacon 
Centre, could provide an opportunity to re-think the facility mix. There is opportunity to invest in additional health and fitness provision at the 
Beacon Centre, particularly increased fitness stations and a significantly improved studio offer, which would optimise use of the available space. 
These would drive revenue and increase participation at the Centre. It would be possible to re-locate the existing Theatre facilities from the 
Beacon Centre and still provide the facilities needed for the Theatre groups; this would provide significant opportunity to re-develop the Beacon 
Centre and provide new, extended and improved fitness facilities for the benefit of the local community. There are theatre facilities at the Teikyo 
School which may provide opportunity for use of facilities, and the Centre in the District, which has potential for use by more theatre groups. 

 

 Participation Levels 
 High levels of participation in sport and physical activity across South Bucks (adult 14+ 43.5% for participation in sport once a week). 
 High levels of use at existing SBDC sports halls, and also at other sports halls, and pools.  
 The focus for facility provision in the future should be on increasing participation, and contributing to SBDC’s health and well-being agenda,  
 Facility programming should reflect the market segmentation analysis for South Bucks to facilitate as many relevant opportunities for 

participation as possible to increase participation overall. High quality facilities for fitness/keep fit/gym/weight training, swimming, football, 
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badminton, and cycling are needed at local level, based on the propensity to participate evidenced by the dominant market segments identified 
by SE. There is also a need to ensure opportunities exist for walking, and cycling, based on the existing dominant market segments.  

 Accessibility 
 Some available capacity in existing South Bucks swimming pools,  
 Existing levels of provision are insufficient in South Bucks (swimming pools) to meet current and future demand. Existing levels of provision (not 

necessarily specific sites/locations) should be retained as a minimum. 
 Lack of available capacity to meet current demand in existing South Bucks sports halls; all SBDC strategic size facilities are operating at, or 

near to, 100% capacity; existing sports halls on education sites provide for club use, not pay and play community use except Burnham park 
Academy which is also operating at 100% capacity 

 Sport and leisure facilities, should, wherever possible, be accessible to communities by foot, cycling, or public transport, as well as private car.  
 The need to ensure appropriate provision is available for both a significantly growing and ageing population, and for younger participants. 
 Ensuring access is available to those without access to private transport.  
 Ensuring provision (even if informal, in multi-purpose space) is local to the communities in which people live, given that some people are unable 

travel out of their immediate area. 
 

 Resources 
 The growth in population will result in increased demand for sports facilities in the areas of housing development 
 There is need and opportunity to source funding addressed through the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) or through S106 for additional 

facilities required as a consequence of population growth. 
 Investment in future facility provision could also potentially be made by SBDC, local partners, national/regional agencies, and potentially local 

organisations, depending on the nature and scale of development. 
 SBDC does not currently provide any swimming pool facilities in the District; this is unlikely to change given provision is a non-statutory service, 

and the Council has financial pressures to address. The strategic and corporate partnership with Chiltern District Council provides an 
opportunity to address identified need for additional water space, through the redevelopment of Chiltern Pools, Amersham. 

 

GEOGRAPHIC 
 

5.9. Greatest demand for future provision of halls and pools will be where the majority of the housing development will be located.  
 
5.10. The priority areas for additional fitness suite provision are the North, North East, South and South East of the District. 
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FACILITY SPECIFIC  
 

SPORTS HALLS  
 

5.11. From the Sport England Facility Planning Model (FPM), which is only one element of the overall needs assessment, alongside the supply and demand 
assessment, consultation, and audit), the simplistic analysis of supply versus demand in relation to sports halls within South Bucks has identified a 
future under supply of sports hall space within the local authority area (-1.08 courts),  

 
5.12. This assumes retention of all existing community accessible facilities because all 3 such sports halls in South Bucks are all full in peak periods (5.00 pm 

to 10.00 pm on weekdays, and 9am – 5 pm at weekends).  
 
Table 5.2: Summary of 2036 Supply and Demand Analysis – South Bucks  

FACILITY TYPE UNIT FACILITY ADDITIONAL VPWPP 

SPORTS HALL 4.06 Badminton Courts 1.02 4 Badminton Court Sports Halls 888 

 
5.13. Based on current demand, there is currently sufficient sports hall provision in the District, with a small over-supply of 2.98 badminton courts. Levels of 

use at Evreham Sports Centre are currently low, which means that in reality, there is probably a slightly higher over-supply of badminton courts than 
2.98 courts. It is important to highlight that this slight oversupply of around 3 badminton courts only relates to the current population, and the situation 
changes as the population grows to 2036. 

 
5.14. By 2036 there will be a need for an additional 4 badminton court sports hall. As there is already an over-supply of nearly 3 badminton courts, this means 

that in reality there will be a need to retain all existing community accessible sports hall facilities, and provide the equivalent of just over 1 i.e. 1.08 
additional badminton courts. 

 
5.11 The existing sports hall stock is sufficient to meet current demand (slight over-supply of 2.98 courts), but it would be beneficial to increase access to 

community pay and play access. There is potential to try and negotiate this at Beaconsfield High School Sports Facilities (used capacity 46%), 

Davenies School (used capacity 55%, Teikyo School (used capacity 60%), and the Beaconsfield School (used capacity 46%).  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5.15. The provision of 1.08 additional badminton courts could be addressed through a number of options: 
 

 Creating additional community pay and play access at existing sports halls with unused capacity (see paragraph 5.14) 
 

 Replacing Evreham Sports centre with a larger facility, potentially on a new school site i.e. 4 court hall; or through a number of smaller 
developments including Farnham Park, Wilton Park 

 

 Increased use of the 9 badminton courts in activity halls in the District which provide informal space that could still be used for some 
sports hall activities, could be an option to address future needs for the supply sports hall space. 

 
5.16. Development of additional informal hall space, multi-purpose in nature, which could accommodate both sports hall sports and other activities. There is 

the potential to develop Farnham Park in to a community hub providing multi-functional space, well served by public transport providing access across 
the district. Such a facility could incorporate; fitness, indoor space and all weather playing fields to meet the community needs. Equally, the 
development opportunity at Wilton Park to provide a community facility could deliver some indoor multi-purpose hall space. 
 

5.17. Evreham Sports Centre is covered by a Joint User Agreement, which ends in 2021, so the site will be then returned to the County Council. There is 
therefore a need to consider the future of the sports facilities on site. The existing GLL operational management contract is due to end in 2017, but this 
could be extended to 2021, to retain provision on-site, whilst replacement provision is developed. Evreham Sports Centre is not used to capacity, but 
the all-weather pitch on site is well-used. Although in theory the existing sports hall could be closed, population growth increases demand for sports hall 
provision, so the badminton courts at Evreham cannot be lost, but will need to be replaced. It therefore makes sense to retain existing provision to 2021, 
although there is a cost to this (£30k per annum), and start to plan now for the replacement of the facility through the known development opportunities 
and sites in the District. 
 

5.18. Given the increased demand for sports halls as a result of future population growth, there is a need to retain the existing level of community accessible 
sports hall provision in the District as a minimum. However, this could be re-located if the Evreham site closes. Clearly, replacement of the Evreham 
facility will require capital investment. The development opportunity at Farnham Park offers significant potential both to replace the all-weather pitch, 
and at least 2 badminton courts, and a further 2 courts could be replaced at Wilton Park in any proposed community hall. Should a new school be 
developed in the District, there is the potential to include a new 4 court hall which would increase pay and play access to sports hall provision through a 
formal community use agreement. 
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5.19. The replacement of the Evreham Sports Centre facility (sports hall, fitness suite, and all weather pitch) could be addressed by the above development 
opportunities. There is potential for the re-location of Evreham Sports Centre (as a result of closure at the end of its lease) to release a capital receipt, 
which could be invested into other developments, such as Farnham Park.Equally a community hall such as Burnham Community Centre could provide 
equivalent hall space to replace existing badminton courts at Everham. 
 

5.20. There is also potential to negotiate pay and play provision at Beaconsfield High School sports facilities; currently only 46% of the potential capacity of 
the Beaconsfield High School sports facilities are used. Similarly, there is scope to explore similar arrangements for pay and play access with Davenies 

School, Teikyo School and the Beaconsfield School.   
 

5.21. Relocation of the Beacon Centre also has significant potential and could result in the re-development of what are now ageing facilities. The existing 
amount of sports hall space ie 4 badminton courts would need to be retained in any relocation, as wuld the existing sports facilities in the centre. 

 

SWIMMING POOLS 
 

5.22. Currently South Bucks District has no public swimming pool provision, providing pay and play access. However, 96.10% of the demand is satisfied by 
residents being able to travel to pools outside the district. 

 

5.23. From the FPM, which is only one element of the analysis alongside the supply and demand assessment, consultation, and audit, and based on both 
current and future demand, there is insufficient swimming pool provision in the District. Current under supply of water space equates to 115.81 sq m; 
future demand based on population growth equates to 2.47 lanes of a 25m pool. 

 

Table 5.3: Summary of 2016 Supply and Demand Analysis – South Bucks 
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Table 5.4: Future Facility Demand (2036) – South Bucks 

FACILITY TYPE UNIT FACILITY ADDITIONAL VPWPP 

SWIMMING POOL 

3 Lanes 
 
(159.41 sqm) 
 

0.75 of a 4 x 25m lane pool 960 

 
5.12 In total by 2036, assuming no new pools are opened, and the existing facilities remain open, there will be a need for the equivalent of an additional 4 

lane x 25m pool for the District. 
 
5.13 Current levels of unmet demand are at 3.90% in South Bucks and equate to 172 visits per week in the peak period (vpwpp). This unmet demand i.e. the 

number of swims that cannot be provided in the District, is attributed predominantly to people living outside the catchment of an existing pool. 
 
5.14 By 2036 assuming no new pools are opened, and the existing facilities remain open, there will be an unmet need for the equivalent of a 4 lane x 25m 

pool for the District. 
 
5.15 It is only by increasing access to available pool capacity that current and future demand for swimming will be appropriately met in the District. 
 
5.16 The need for access to additional swimming provision in the District to meet the demand generated through population growth could potentially be 

addressed and mitigated by better promoting the location, and availability of pools in neighbouring local authorities, which is where South Bucks 
residents swim currently, plus opening up additional access at existing district-based education pools eg Teikyo School, which already offers swimming 
lessons. 

 
5.17 There is a proposal to re-develop neighbouring Chiltern Pools which, if progressed, would also provide some residents in South Bucks with access to 

additional and high quality water space. Increased capacity at Chiltern Pools, plus increasing capacity for pay and play access at e.g. Teikyo School 
could address the identified current and future under supply of water space in the District. Whilst there is some capacity in the pools in neighbouring 
districts of RBWM, and Wycombe, this could change if facilities close; SBDC needs to work in partnership with its neighbouring local authorities to 
ensure local residents are aware of opportunities for swimming, and have access to good quality swimming facilities within/in very close proximity to 
South Bucks District. 

 
5.18 Increased capacity at Chiltern Pools, plus increasing capacity for pay and play access at e.g. Teikyo School could address the identified current and 

future under supply of water space in the District. Whilst there is some capacity in the pools in neighbouring districts of RBWM, and Wycombe, this 
could change if facilities close; SBDC needs to ensure local residents have access to good quality swimming facilities within/in very close proximity to, 
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South Bucks District. 

HEALTH AND FITNESS FACILITIES 
 

5.19 There is a significant amount of fitness provision in South Bucks, with the majority of facilities being provided by the commercial sector.  
 

5.20 Access is generally reasonable to fitness facilities across South Bucks, but there is a need for more community accessible fitness stations. 
 

5.21 There is insufficient provision of community accessible fitness facilities to meet current and future demand, and therefore a need to consider how best to 
address the current under supply of 41 fitness stations and the future under supply of 80 fitness stations. The priority should be to develop new 
provision as part of any new leisure developments in the District, funded through S106/CIL. It may also be possible to provide access to increased local 
opportunities to use fitness stations through the installation of outdoor gyms (possibly alongside cycling/walking routes), or in ‘pop-up’ gyms specifically 
in areas of high deprivation and low levels of physical activity. 

 

5.22 Clearly the development of any new provision should include fitness facilities to provide a revenue stream and support sustainability of the site; it will 
also be important to ensure accessibility for those without private transport, and who may find membership fees a barrier to participation. A new fitness 
suite at Farnham Park could address some of these issues, but there will still be a need to provide more local, and possibly informal facilities in areas of 
high deprivation. This approach is very much in line with the latest Sport England Strategy – An Active Nation. 

 
5.23 Provision of fitness facilities at Farnham Park could provide an important income stream to offset the cost of pitch development and maintenance on the 

site. Increasing footfall on the site could also be beneficial in terms of encouraging participation and increasing on-site presence, which could reduce 
anti-social behaviour. 

 

GYMNASTICS FACILITIES 
 

5.24 Given the growing participation in gymnastics at local level, and the long waiting lists for club membership, there is a potential opportunity for the 
development of dedicated gymnastics facilities, led by a local gymnastics club. This approach is supported by the National Governing Body to address 
the identified need for more capacity and facilities for gymnastics. 

 

CYCLING FACILITIES 
 

5.25 Development of safe, off road cycling facilities in the District e.g. a community level closed road circuit. The facilities could be designed to be suitable for 
coaching and training making them ideal catalysts for supporting the establishment of new cycling clubs/ groups. The former Academy site is an ideal 
location for such provision. 
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INDOOR TENNIS FACILITIES 
 

5.26 There are no pay and play indoor tennis courts in the District. The Lawn Tennis Association has identified that there the larger tennis clubs in the District 
may be interested in developing indoor courts, given the lack of existing indoor tennis facilities. 

 

5.27 There is therefore an opportunity to work with local tennis clubs to consider development of air-hall facilities, to provide community accessible indoor 
tennis courts. 

 

GOLF 
 

5.28 Ongoing development of the South Buckinghamshire Golf Course will continue to improve facilities e.g. practice area, putting green, pitch and putt etc. 
Closure and re-development of the Golf Academy site will enable provision of formal outdoor sports to be focussed on the Golf Course and the adjacent 
Farnham Park site (opportunity for a new community pitch hub site). 

 

INFORMAL FACILITIES 
 

5.29 Other future facility provision, linked particularly to long term population growth and housing development, is the development of new and improved 
walking, jogging and cycling routes/connectivity, to encourage active travel, and provide an environment in which physical activity can be easily 
integrated into daily life. 

 
5.30 Development of this type of facility, and the wider development of a connected network of cycling/running/walking routes will help to increase awareness 

of the District’s significant open space resource, and promote its more regular usage by local communities. 
 

5.31 Overall, SBD wishes to focus on the development of its open spaces and informal provision, including use of the Green Belt for a range of physical 
activities and recreation, alongside provision of sports halls and fitness suites, plus other dryside facilities. The District’s priorities are to improve and 
expand what it already has, as opposed to investing in swimming provision, which its resident already access elsewhere eg Chalfont Pool, in very close 
proximity to the District. 
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 DEVELOPING THE STRATEGY 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
6.1 Overall, South Bucks has a good range of existing sport and leisure facilities across the area; however, the SBDC sports halls are now ageing, and will 

require replacement in the long term. In South Bucks there is insufficient community accessible pay and play swimming pool provision to meet current 
and future demand. There is also insufficient community accessible pay and play sports hall provision to meet future demand, and insufficient 
community accessible pay and play fitness provision to meet current and future demand. 

 
6.2 South Buck’s population will grow significantly over the next few years, so there is a need to ensure sufficient provision of accessible, quality and 

affordable facilities to meet local need.  
 
6.3 It is particularly important that there is continued and increased access to opportunities for physical activity at local level, so it is easy for residents, 

particularly those who are currently inactive, and those without access to private transport, to participate, and become physically active.  
 
6.4 There is a range of facility providers in South Bucks, although the two main providers of core provision i.e. halls and fitness are SBDC and education 

sites, with education pools essentially providing community accessible swimming opportunities. It is important that SBDC works with partners moving 
forward, given funding restraints, to develop and deliver future facility provision. SBDC can no longer be the provider and funder of last resort, but needs 
to adopt more of an enabling and facilitating role. 

 

VISION 
 

6.5 The Vision for future provision of sport and leisure facilities in South Bucks is: 
 

 

‘‘To enable provision of high quality, low cost and accessible sport and leisure opportunities/provision to facilitate increased participation 
in sport and physical activity, which is key to improving health and wellbeing outcomes’. 

 

 
1.61. As a minimum, SBDC wishes to see low cost, accessible community sport and leisure facilities for fitness and sports hall sports/activities available for all 

residents. This includes both formal and informal spaces e.g. community halls in which to play sport and be physically active. 
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AIMS 
 

1.62. The aim of providing sufficient high quality, fit for purpose and accessible provision is to: 
 

 Increase the regular amount of physical activity undertaken by individuals, and particularly those who are currently inactive 
 

 Facilitate develop of additional facility provision, in partnership, where need is evidenced 
 

 Facilitate community-based activity through the use of both formal and informal eg open space, community halls 
 

 Encourage new participants to start taking part in physical activity 
 

 Facilitate the development of healthier lifestyles across South Buck’s communities 
 

 Create active environments where the choice to become physical active is an integral part of everyday life 
 

 Support and provide opportunities for local sports clubs and community groups 
 

6.6 The provision of high quality and accessible facilities will contribute to the overall priority for the development of healthier lifestyles in South Bucks, 
across all age groups. There is a need to ensure there are appropriate facilities and participative opportunities for all, but particularly the growing elderly 
population, to ensure they remain active into later life, and also young people to encourage them to adopt an active lifestyle from an early age. 

 
6.7 Sustainability of high quality, and critically, accessible facility provision is key to maintaining these opportunities; SBDC needs to plan now for the 

investment requirements of its existing facilities, and work in partnership with other providers and stakeholders to address the other priorities identified 
through this Strategy. 
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PRINCIPLES FOR FUTURE PROVISION 
 

6.8 Analysis of existing provision also identifies the principles that should underpin all future sport and leisure facility development in South Bucks. These 
are to: 

 

 Ensure residents in all areas of South Bucks have pay and play access to good quality, local, accessible and affordable facilities 
 

 Aim to ensure that existing, and any new, sports facilities on education sites provide a balance of opportunities (through a formal 
agreement) for community access – both pay and play and club use 

 

 Replace / refurbish ageing facilities where new provision is needed; all new and refurbished provision should be designed and developed 
based on Sport England and NGB guidance, and be fully inclusive 

 

 Rationalise existing provision where new fit for purpose facilities can replace/improve existing buildings (but existing levels of provision 
need to be maintained as a minimum, given the levels of existing facility under-supply) 

 

 Invest in existing provision to improve quality 
 

 Invest strategically to ensure economic viability and sustainability of provision 
 

 Where possible, provide facilities (formal and informal) closer to where people live; improving access to multi-purpose halls (not 
strategic size) across the District could facilitate increased opportunities for participation at local level 

 

PRIORITY INVESTMENT NEEDS 
 

6.9 The facilities that have been identified as being in need of investment are: 
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Table 6.2: Priority Facility Investment Needs  

FACILITY TYPE CURRENT NEED LOCATION NEED BY 2036 LOCATION 

SPORTS 

HALLS 
N/A Across District 1.09 badminton courts to 

accommodate increased needs 
for community pay and play 
access) 

 
Replacement of Evreham Sports Hall 
to meet future need as a result of 
population growth. 
 

Across District 
 

Development opportunities at Farnham Park and 
Wilton Park. 
 

The additional court space could potentially be met 
through existing sports hall capacity or 
development of new alternative pay and pay 
community accessible multi-purpose hall space 
(this could be provided at Farnham Park or Wilton 
Park as part of the wider community provision), to 
replace existing sports hall provision. 
 

SWIMMING 

POOLS 
115.81 sq m Across District Access to an additional 3 lanes of a 

25m pool.  
(Total 1 x 4 lane x 25m pool 
equivalent) 
 

Across District 
 
 

FITNESS 

STATIONS 
41 Fitness stations 
Low cost fitness suites ie 
£20-£35 per month level 

Across District Total 39 additional 
 
(Total overall need 80) 
 

Across District 
 

Development opportunity at Farnham Park  
 

Opportunity to develop informal fitness offer using 
community halls, particularly in areas of high 
deprivation 
 

Outdoor gyms close to walking/cycling/running 
routes 
 

GYMNASTICS 

FACILITIES 
Potential to develop 
dedicated gymnastics 
facilities. 
 

Local 
Gymnastics 
Clubs 

Potential to develop dedicated 
gymnastics facilities 

Local Gymnastics Clubs 
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FACILITY TYPE CURRENT NEED LOCATION NEED BY 2036 LOCATION 

CYCLING Development of safe, 
traffic-free cycling 
facilities in the District 
e.g. community level 
closed road circuit. The 
facilities could be 
designed to be suitable 
for coaching and training 
making them ideal 
catalysts for supporting 
the establishment of new 
cycling clubs/ groups.  
 

Spinning facilities 
 

Cyclo cross facilities 
 

Across District 
 
Re-development 
of former 
Academy site 

Development of safe, traffic-free 
cycling facilities in the District e.g. 
community level closed road circuit. 
The facilities could be designed to be 
suitable for coaching and training 
making them ideal catalysts for 
supporting the establishment of new 
cycling clubs/ groups.  
 

Spinning facilities 
 

Cyclo cross facilities 
 

Across District 
 
Re-development of former Academy site 

GOLF Further investment into 
South Buckinghamshire 
Golf Course – practice, 
pitch and putt facilities 
 

Closure and re-
development of the Golf 
Academy site will enable 
provision of formal 
outdoor sports to be 
focussed on the Golf 
Course and the adjacent 
Farnham Park site 
(opportunity for a new 
community pitch hub 
site). 

South 
Buckinghamshire 
Golf Course 

Further investment into South 
Buckinghamshire Golf Course – 
practice, pitch and putt facilities 

South Buckinghamshire Golf Course 
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FACILITY TYPE CURRENT NEED LOCATION NEED BY 2036 LOCATION 

INDOOR 

TENNIS 

FACILITIES 
 

Indoor courts (air-hall)- 
club-led developments 

Across District Indoor courts (air-hall) Across District 

INFORMAL 

FACILITIES 
Increased provision of 
walking, cycling and 
jogging routes/paths. 

District wide Increased provision of walking, cycling 
and jogging routes/paths, and 
especially in new housing 
developments. 
 

District wide 
Opportunities to develop increased use of open 
space, the green Belt etc 
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6.10 The options to consider in delivering these priority facility needs, are set out in detail in Section 5. 
 
6.11 It is important to stress that the priorities identified above could be provided in five main ways: 
 

 New build facilities 
 

 Changing the existing opening hours of facilities, and operational timetables – this could create more capacity for community use, if for 
example, club time was reduced; alternatively, longer opening hours could create more capacity. However, given the scale of population 
growth in the District over the next few years, and the nature of the facilities on education sites, it is unlikely that operational changes 
alone will address increased demand for sports facilities. 

 

 Negotiating community access arrangements at existing commercial facilities e.g. swimming pools 
 

 Negotiating formal community use arrangements (CUAs) at school sites to develop and protect community access, pay and play and club 
use New build facilities 

 

 Better promoting awareness of, and availability of access to, neighbouring authority facilities and particularly swimming pools, which are 
already very well used by South Bucks residents. 

 
6.12 The recommendations and Action Plan, supporting implementation of the Strategy are set out in Table 6.3. 
 
6.13 There are a number of key development opportunities in the District which could contribute to increased and enhanced sport and recreational provision. 

These are: 
 

 Farnham Park – development as a community hub site, with a range of indoor facilities (fitness and hall space), plus grass and all 
weather pitches 

 

 Former Academy Site – development for informal walking and cycling routes, plus sensory trails and safe off road cycling  
 

 Wilton Park – development of football pitches (number and type to be confirmed from 2016 Playing Pitch Strategy), plus community 
facilities e.g. indoor hall space 
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6.14 The replacement of the Evreham Sports Centre facility (sports hall, fitness suite, and all weather pitch) could be addressed by the above development 
opportunities. 

 
6.15 The need for additional swimming provision in the District to meet the demand generated through population growth could potentially be addressed in 

partnership with Chiltern DC, if the re-development of Chiltern Pools is progressed. 
 

OTHER PRIORITIES AND NEEDS 
 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
 
6.16 It is clear from the strategy analysis that there is a need for capital investment in South Bucks, to address both current and future needs. Whilst some of 

this investment relates to additional facility provision, there is also a need to start planning now for the replacement of ageing sports halls; increased 
participation is more likely to be achieved if the environment in which people take part is good quality and fit for purpose. 

 
6.17 It is also clear that delivery of the levels of investment required will only result from a local partnership approach. The development of improved sports 

facilities, and physical activity environments, will facilitate increased participation, which in turn will benefit individual and community health. The 
challenge is that the greatest health benefit will be gained by encouraging the inactive, to become active.  
 

6.18 In relation to getting more people active, it is important to highlight the following issues: 
 

 SBDC strategic size sports hall facilities at the Beacon Sports Centre and Theatre are operating at, or close to, 100% capacity; Burnham 
Park Academy is also operating at 100% capacity. These are two of the only pay and play community accessible sports halls in the 
District. 

 

 SBDC sports halls are ageing; quality is likely to deteriorate over time, so planning for their replacement is important 
 

 Increasing population will put additional demands on the capacity of existing facilities 
 

 Increasing participation will increase demand on existing facilities 
 
6.19 These issues all highlight the need for access to some additional provision, and a review of the current capacity provided in the District. There are 

sufficient facilities in the District if more of them offered more pay and play access to the community; this is particularly relevant to the sports halls on 
education sites. 
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6.20 Even if some additional capacity can be created in these sports halls, and existing club use still be accommodated, there will remain a need for SBDC to 

consider investment in additional built sports facility provision. 
 
6.21 SBDC will need to consider, through technical feasibility studies, how best to address the identified needs for future provision; replacement on existing or 

new sites should be considered, as well as the ‘shape’ of the future facility portfolio, and the need for new provision in areas of housing growth, plus 
partnership opportunities. 

 

IMPROVED LOCAL PARTNERSHIP WORKING WITH EDUCATION SITES 
 

6.22 In order to deliver the identified Strategy needs, and the key outcome of increased participation, plus meet demands from increased population, there is 
a need for some fundamental changes in approach. The development of new facilities, and increasing the capacity in existing facilities provides a 
mechanism to deliver these outcomes. 

 
6.23 The really key issue to address initially is that of partnership with education sites, to review, revise and implement CUAs which provide better balanced 

access for the community on a pay and play basis. Increasing capacity to offer and deliver increased participative opportunities, particularly for those 
who are currently inactive, could contribute significantly to improved health in the District.  

 

OVERVIEW 
 

6.24 Although South Bucks has good sports facilities there are some ageing facilities, which will require replacement in the long term. Replacement of these 
facilities in the long term provides an opportunity to consider provision of new sports halls to meet future demand. Additional swimming provision is also 
needed to meet future demand as a result of population growth, but also to meet current demand, given the lack of community accessible pools in the 
District. Given the location of South Bucks it is possible to access provision in neighbouring areas, particularly if one has access to private transport. 
There is currently oversupply of swimming pools and sports halls in Wycombe and the RBWM, but this could change in the future, as local authorities 
make decisions about the level and scale of facility provision. 

 
6.25 The anticipated population growth in South to 2036 needs to be appropriately catered for in terms of demand for sports facilities – both formal facilities 

and informal, multi-purpose spaces. In South Bucks this means ensuring geographical distribution of facilities to enable more people to access facilities 
in the urban and rural areas by walking, and/or cycling.  

 

6.26 In order to realise the above Vision and Aims for sport and leisure facility provision in South Bucks there are a number of key priorities that need to be 
addressed, and implemented. These are set out below in the Action Plan, based on the recommendations for future provision. 
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PLANNING POLICY AND SECURING DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

6.27 In order to implement the Strategy recommendations and address identified needs for improved and additional facility provision, SBDC will need to 
identify and secure capital funding from a range of sources. Developer’s contributions CIL/S106 will be a key part of this funding moving forward. 

 

6.28 The facility investment needs identified in the Strategy and set out in Table 6.2, provide the definitive investment priorities and locations for this 
investment. This should inform Local Plan policy, and specifically the priorities against which to secure developer contributions moving forward. 
 

PLANNING OBLIGATIONS  
 

6.29 SBDC wishes to create integrated and sustainable communities and therefore future infrastructure requirements, generated as a result of new 
development, will need to be put in place to address identified community needs. SBDC will therefore expect developers and applicants to compensate 
for, or mitigate the impacts of, their schemes through specific community provisions or by Developers’ Contributions.  

 

6.30 The main mechanism for the delivery of such community benefits are planning obligations, secured by agreements concluded under Section 106 of the 
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991).  

 
 
6.31 Government guidance (Source: Circular 5/05 Planning Obligations), states that planning obligations should only be concluded where they are:  

 

 Relevant to planning;  
 

 Necessary to make the proposed development acceptable in planning terms;  
 

 Directly related to the proposed development;  
 

 Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the proposed development; and  
 

 Reasonable in all other respects.  
 
6.32 Planning obligations (including S106 and tariffs) are now required to meet three tests (in italics above) under the Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

Regulation 122 (since 6th April 2010).  
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6.33 Circular 5/05 Planning Obligations also:  
 

 Encourages the pooling of contributions from smaller schemes where the individual proposal will have some impact, but not sufficient to 
justify a whole new item of provision; and  

 

 Promotes the use of formulae and standard charges, which can speed up negotiations and help remove uncertainty.   
 

6.34 It is anticipated that SBDC will seek contributions where new development would exceed the capacity of existing services and facilities, either because 
of the scale of development or because such facilities are already at or above capacity (this is pertinent to existing SBDC halls in particular in relation to 
planned housing development). Developers’ Contributions can be utilised to upgrade existing facilities as well as to provide new ones.  
 

6.35 The options to achieve this are: 
 

 Planning obligations may be used to secure benefits on the site itself or on other suitable sites within a local authority area.  
 

 The facilities and other provisions, sought in association with development, can be made by on site provision or by a financial 
contribution to provision, or the upgrading of facilities nearby.   

 

 Where provision is to be made onsite, SBDC will expect the developer to provide suitable land in an appropriate location and also 
construct the element or provision to the satisfaction of the local authorities. Alternatively, the developer may make a financial 
contribution to SBDC so that they may arrange for the construction and development of the element or facility.   

 

MAINTENANCE CONTRIBUTIONS  
 

6.36 Circular 5/05 also states that where the benefits of contributions are predominantly for the users of the associated development, it may be appropriate 
for a developer to contribute to maintenance. The key points are that: 

 

 If the facility is to be used by a wider public, the costs of maintenance and recurrent expenditure should be borne by the relevant 
authority.   

 

 Where contributions are for the initial support (pump priming) of new facilities, these should also reflect the time lag between the 
provision of the new facility and its inclusion in public sector funding streams. Pump priming maintenance payments should be time 
limited.  

 

 Commuted sum payments covering a period of 20 years’ maintenance, and which will take account of inflation, will be sought for open 
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space, play space, parks and playing fields and other appropriate elements such as areas of landscaping and of nature conservation 
value.   

 
6.37 SBDC should seek developer contributions based on the capital costs of providing a typical facility. The calculation should include basic building costs, 

landscaping and external works, professional fees and initial equipment costs. For sports facilities, costs should be calculated using a combination of 
Sport England’s regularly updated Sports Facilities Kitbag Quarterly Costs publications and other appropriate examples of recent facility comparable 
costs e.g. Sports Facility Calculator.  

 

6.38 In some cases, new residential developments will not generate the need for a new sports facility. However, where developments are located in areas 
where additional pressure will be placed on existing sports facilities by the development, SBDC should seek contributions at the standard rate, for the 
enhancement and extension of existing sports in the vicinity of the development.  This could be a key opportunity for SBDC to refurbish existing 
provision e.g. the Beacon Sports Centre and Theatre  

 
6.39 Where appropriate, SBDC will require the transfer of a site which is appropriately accessible, located, serviced and of appropriate quality, to the 

authority at a peppercorn rate.  
 

6.40 If larger developments generate a need for and/or locate suitable community provision e.g. community hall, then these will be located on‐site. Otherwise, 
off‐site contributions will be sought to support nearby existing or new sites, and/or for identified, more strategic sites (such as larger, high quality, leisure 
facilities serving more than the local need).  

 

6.41 It is also important to highlight that the National planning guidance (Circular 05/05) allows for cross boundary and pooled Developers’ Contributions.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

SPORTS HALLS 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 1 (R1) 
 
SBDC prioritises investment into sports hall provision to: 
 

 Ensure that none of the existing provision should be lost; it could be replaced/re-located, but not reduced, given that there are only 3 community 
accessible sports halls (pay and play) in the District. 

 

 Address identified need for provision of an additional 1.08 badminton courts in the District by 2036 through new build, and negotiation of 
increased capacity for pay and play community use at the education sports halls.  

 

 Improve the condition and quality of existing facilities ie the Beacon Centre  
 
The additional court space could potentially be met through existing sports hall capacity or development of new alternative pay and pay community 
accessible multi-purpose hall space (this could be provided at Farnham Park or Wilton Park as part of the wider community provision), to replace 
existing sports hall provision. 

  
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 2 (R2) 
 

 Replace Evreham Sports Centre sports hall and fitness facilities to meet future population demand 
 

 Optimise development opportunities at Farnham Park and Wilton Park 
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RECOMMENDATION 3 (R3) 
 
Replace the existing theatre space at The Beacon Centre with improved and extended fitness facilities (larger fitness suite and studio), if the 
Beacon Centre can be re-developed. Consider opportunity to link re-development with a health centre. 
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION 4 (R4) 
 
SBDC works with relevant education partners to develop and implement CUAs which provide a better balance of pay and play and club use, 
to address the identified participative need for sports hall space. 
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION 5 (R5) 
 
SBDC works with relevant partners to extend opportunities at existing sports halls with capacity for increased community use e.g. Teikyo 
School, Devanies School, Beaconsfield High School, The Beaconsfield School 
 

 

SWIMMING POOLS 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 6 (R6) 
 
SBDC prioritises investment into swimming pool provision to: 
 

 Address identified need for provision of additional swimming pool facilities in the District by 2036- equivalent of 1 x 4 lane x 25m pool  
 

 Secure investment into swimming pool provision to address identified future need for increased provision as a result of population growth. 
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HEALTH AND FITNESS 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 7 (R7) 
 
SBDC prioritises the need to address the current (-41) and future (-39 by 2025), total under – supply of 80 fitness stations in the District 
 

 Additional provision should be developed as part of any new build / refurbishment programme to existing facilities. 
 

 Development opportunities at Farnham Park should be considered 
 

 

OTHER SPORTS FACILITIES 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 8 (R8) 
 
SBDC works with a local interested Gymnastics Clubs, British Gymnastics and other relevant local, regional and local partners to develop 
purpose built gymnastics provision, which is club led and operated. 
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION 9 (R9) 
 
SBDC works with local cycling clubs and British Cycling to develop an off road circuit in the District, potentially at the former Golf Academy 
site. 
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RECOMMENDATION 10(R10) 
 
SBDC works with local tennis clubs to explore the feasibility of developing airhalls to provide indoor community accessible tennis courts.  
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION 11 (R11) 
 
SBDC seeks to secure CIL/S106 contributions towards the development of additional and safe walking and cycling routes. Development of 
the former Academy site is a priority. 
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION 12 (R12) 
 
SBDC works with local schools, and Sport England to develop and implement formal community use agreements in: 
 

 Schools where they are currently in place, to increase opportunities for pay and play community access 
 

 Any new schools as part of Planning Conditions 
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION 13 (R13) 
 
SBDC identifies the level of capital funding required to address the identified investment needs for sports facilities, and investigates the 
various sources available for capital funding. CIL/S106 should be major contributors. 
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RECOMMENDATION 14 (R14) 
 
SBDC prioritises investment in the development of high quality community sports facilities, in partnership with Public Health and other 
local partners. Increasing available capacity and therefore opportunities to take part in regular physical activity, in the local community, will 
contribute to reduced health inequalities, and increased participation. 
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION 15 (R15) 
 
There should be on-going monitoring of this Strategy through its implementation, but as a minimum, progress should be reviewed and 
refreshed every five years. On-going monitoring should include partnership working with neighbouring local authorities to keep aware of 
facility changes and developments. 
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ACTION PLAN 
 
3.5 The Action Plan underpinning the Strategy is summarised in the table below: 
 

Table 6.3: Strategy Action Plan 

RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY 

TIMESCALE 

RESOURCES 
SHORT = 1 – 5 YEARS 

MEDIUM = 5 - 10 YEARS 

LONG TERM = 10+ YEARS 

RECOMMENDATION 1 (R1) 
 

SBDC prioritises investment into 
sports hall provision to: 
 

 Ensure that none of the 
existing provision should be 
lost; it could be replaced/re-
located, but not reduced, given 
that there are only 3 
community accessible sports 
halls (pay and play) in the 
District. 

 

 Address identified need for 
provision of an additional 1.08 
badminton courts in the 
District by 2036 through new 
build, and negotiation of 
increased capacity for pay and 
play community use at the 
education sports halls.  

 

 Improve the condition and 
quality of existing facilities ie 
the Beacon Centre through 

Ensure the need for additional 
sports hall provision is 
reflected in the Local Plan 
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

Ensure identified facility 
needs are reflected in the 
CIL/S106 funding 
requirements for the District  
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

Undertake technical 
feasibilities to determine how 
best to meet identified 
demand for additional courts, 
e.g. relocation and 
replacement of Evreham 
Sports Centre; development 
of Farnham Park, and/or 
Wilton Park (possibly informal 
multi-purpose hall space), as 
multi-sport hubs. 
 
Undertake detailed feasibility 
study into the re-development 
of the Beacon Centre, linked 
to a health Centre 

SBDC, external 
consultants  

Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers, external 
consultants, Sport 
England. 
 
Possibly additional 
revenue if staff resources 
need to increase at the 
sports facilities on 
education sites, to ensure 
pay and play access can 
be provided. 
 
Capital - £2,542.995 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

replacement and re-location 
The additional court space could 
potentially be met through existing 
sports hall capacity or 
development of new alternative pay 
and pay community accessible 
multi-purpose hall space (this 
could be provided at Farnham Park 
or Wilton Park as part of the wider 
community provision), to replace 
existing sports hall provision. 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION 2 (R2) 
 

 Replace Evreham Sports 
Centre sports hall and fitness 
facilities to meet future 
population demand 

 

 Optimise development 
opportunities at Farnham Park 
and Wilton Park 

 

Seek to replace Evreham 
Sports Centre through other 
identified development 
opportunities, to meet the 
needs for sports hall provision 
resulting from population 
growth. 
 

SBDC Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers, external 
consultants, Sport 
England. 
CIL/S106 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

RECOMMENDATION 3 (R3) 
 

Re-locate theatre group at 
other local facilities, with 

SBDC Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

Replace the existing theatre space at 
The Beacon Centre with improved and 
extended fitness facilities (larger 
fitness suite and studio), if the Beacon 
Centre can be re-developed. Consider 
opportunity to link re-development with 
a health centre. 
 

theatre facilities 
 

officers 
Facility operator 

RECOMMENDATION 4 (R4) 
 
SBDC works with relevant education 
partners to develop and implement 
CUAs which provide a better balance 
of pay and play and club use, to 
address the identified participative 
need for sports hall space. 
 

SBDC works with relevant 
partners to develop and 
implement formal CUAs 
which provide a better 
balance of pay and play and 
club use. 

SBDC, All new 
school sites 

Medium term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

RECOMMENDATION 5 (R5) 
 
SBDC works with relevant partners to 
extend opportunities at existing sports 
halls with capacity for increased 
community use e.g. Teikyo School, 
Devanies School, Beaconsfield High 
School, The Beaconsfield School. 
 

Develop a partnership 
approach to discussions with 
Teikyo School, Devanies 
School, Beaconsfield High 
School, The Beaconsfield 
School to increase pay and 
play community access to the 
existing sports facilities  
 

SBDC to initiate Ongoing Officer time - SBDC 
leisure and 
planning officers, 
Sport England, 
relevant local 
schools 

 
 

    

RECOMMENDATION 6 (R6) 
 
SBDC prioritises investment into 
swimming pool provision to: 
 

Ensure the need for access to 
additional swimming pool 
provision is reflected in the 
Local Plan 
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers; CDC officers 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

 Address identified need for 
access to an additional 
swimming pool facilities in the 
District by 2036- equivalent of 
1 x 4 lane x 25m pool  
 

 Secure investment into 
swimming pool provision to 
address identified future need 
for increased provision as a 
result of population growth. 

 

Better promote awareness of 
all swimming pools in close 
proximity to South Bucks 
District, and ensure local 
communities are aware of 
access availability 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    

RECOMMENDATION 7 (R7) 
 
SBDC prioritises the need to address 
the current (-41) and future (-39 by 

Ensure the need for additional 
provision is reflected in the 
Local Plan 
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

2025), total under – supply of 80 
fitness stations in the District 
 

 Additional provision should be 
developed as part of any new 
build / refurbishment programme 
to existing facilities. 

 Development opportunities at 
Farnham Park should be 
considered 
 

Ensure identified facility 
needs are reflected in the 
CIL/S106 funding 
requirements for the District  
 
Explore the potential for 
providing at least some of the 
identified under-supply of 
fitness station sin a re-
developed Farnham Park 
Sports Hub 
 

SBDC Short term Officer time - SBDC 

Planning and leisure 
officers 
 

RECOMMENDATION 8 (R8) 
 
SBDC works with a local interested 
Gymnastics Clubs, British Gymnastics 
and other relevant local, regional and 
local partners to develop purpose built 
gymnastics provision, which is club 
led and operated. 
 

Establish a partnership 
working group with local club 
to support development of 
facilities  
 

SBDC; local 
gymnastics clubs 

Medium SBDC leisure officers, 
NGB, Sport England; local 
gymnastics clubs; capital 
budget 

     

RECOMMENDATION 9 (R9) 
 
SBDC works with local cycling clubs 
and British Cycling to develop an off 
road circuit in the District, potentially 
at the former Golf Academy site. 
 

Establish a partnership 
working group with local clubs 
to support development of an 
off-road track in the District. 
Specifically explore the 
potential for this development 
on the former Golf Academy 
site. 

SBDC; local 
cycling clubs  

Short term SBDC leisure officers, 
NGB, Sport England; local 
cricket clubs; capital 
budget 
 
Re-development of the 
Academy site would 
involve some capital costs.  
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

 
Work with GLL and local 
schools to develop provision 
for spinning and cyclo cross 
facilities 

 
There are a number of 
potential funding sources 
that SBDC could consider 
in relation to the re-
development of the 
Academy site, including 
 
The proposed Community 
and Environment fund 
from HS2 (creates an 
opportunity to bid for 
funding to support 
enhancement of sports 
and recreational facilities, 
provision of new 
community facilities, 
landscape and nature 
conservation projects.  
 
 
 
The grants range are likely 
to be up to £75k smaller 
projects and between 
£75k and £1M for strategic 
projects benefiting multiple 
communities) 
 

 Heathrow 

 Landfill funds 

 Slough Fund 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

RECOMMENDATION 10 (R10) 
 

SBDC works with local tennis clubs to 
explore the feasibility of developing air 
halls to provide indoor community 
accessible tennis courts. 
 

Establish a partnership 
working group with local 
tennis clubs to support 
development of improved 
facilities  
 

SBDC; local 
tennis clubs 

Medium SBDC leisure officers, 
NGB, Sport England; local 
tennis clubs; capital 
budget 

RECOMMENDATION 11 (R11) 
 

SBDC seeks to secure CIL/S106 
contributions towards the development 
of additional and safe walking and 
cycling routes. Development of the 
former Academy site is a priority. 
 

Use the Strategy evidence 
base to secure S106/ 
contributions in new housing 
developments. 
 

SBDC Short SBDC planning officers; 
capital budget 

 
 
 
 

    

RECOMMENDATION 12 (R12) 
 

SBDC works with local schools, and 
Sport England to develop and 
implement formal community use 
agreements in: 
 

 Schools where they are 
currently in place, to increase 
opportunities for pay and play 
community access 

 

 Any new schools as part of 
Planning Conditions 

 

Open discussions with 
existing schools offering 
sports facilities for community 
use to find ways of increasing 
usage capacity, to enable 
provision of better balanced 
accessibility, to include 
community pay and play use.  

SBDC; Local 
schools 

Short to Medium SBDC leisure and 
planning officers, Sport 
England 
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

RECOMMENDATION 13 (R13) 
 
SBDC identifies the level of capital 
funding required to address the 
identified investment needs for sports 
facilities and community halls, and 
investigates the various sources 
available for capital funding. CIL/S106 
should be major contributors. 
 

Work with SBDC planning 
colleagues to identify 
potential levels of capital 
funding from residential 
development  
 

SBDC leisure 
officers 

Short  SBDC Capital budget;  

Working with partners identify 
all potential sources of capital 
funding to support new facility 
provision in the District 
 

SBDC leisure 
officers 

Short External funding 

 
 
 
 
 
 

    

RECOMMENDATION 14 (R14) 
 
SBDC prioritises investment in the 
development of high quality 
community sports facilities, in 
partnership with Public Health and 
other local partners. Increasing 
available capacity and therefore 
opportunities to take part in regular 
physical activity, in the local 
community, will contribute to reduced 
health inequalities, and increased 
participation. 
 

SBDC to continue to work 
with Public Health and 
relevant identified community 
partners to ensure provision 
of, and access to, appropriate 
community sports facilities, 
and opportunities to be 
physically active. 

SBDC leisure and 
community 
development 
officers; SBDC 
planning officers;  

Short CIL/S106, plus other 
health, community 
development and external 
funding; Sport England 
potentially 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 15 (R15) 
 

Establish monitoring process 
 

SBDC Ongoing SBDC Leisure officers  
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RECOMMENDATION ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIMESCALE RESOURCES 

There should be on-going monitoring 
of this Strategy through its 
implementation, but as a minimum, 
progress should be reviewed and 
refreshed every five years. On-going 
monitoring should include partnership 
working with neighbouring local 
authorities to keep aware of facility 
changes and developments. 
 

Ensure ongoing dialogue with 
neighbouring local authorities 
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DISCLAIMER 
 
Forecasts and recommendation in any proposal, report or letter are made in good faith and on the basis of the information before the Company at the time. 
Their achievement must depend, among other things, on effective co-operation of the Client and the Client’s staff. In any consequence, no statement in any 
proposal, report or letter is to be deemed to be in any circumstances a representation, undertaking, warranty or contractual condition. 
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